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Abstract
Phonetic variation is pervasive in everyday speech. Studying these variations is essential
for building acoustic models and lexical representations that effectively capture the
variability of speech. This thesis examines one of the commonly-occurring phonetic
variations in English: the stop-like modification of the dental fricative /(/. This variant
exhibits a drastic change from the canonical /6/; the manner of production is changed
from one that is fricative to one that is stop-like. Furthermore, the place of articulation of
stop-like /0/ has been a point of uncertainty, leading to the confusion between stop-like
/6/ and /d/. This thesis aims to uncover the segmental context of stop-like /6/, possible
causes of the modification, whether the dental place of articulation is preserved despite
modification, and if there are salient acoustic cues that distinguish between stop-like /0/
and /d/.
Word-initial /(/ in the read speech of the TIMIT Database, the task-oriented spontaneous
speech of the AEMT Corpus, and the non-task-oriented spontaneous speech of the
Buckeye Corpus are examined acoustically. It is found that stop-like /6/ occurs most
often when it is preceded by silence or when preceded by a stop consonant. The
occurrence is less frequent when /6/ is preceded by a fricative or an affricate consonant.
This modification rarely occurs when /6/ is preceded by a vowel or liquid consonant. The
findings suggest that possible factors that may contribute to the stop-like modification of
/6/ include physiological mechanisms of speech production, prosody, and/or other aspects
of speaking style and manner.
Acoustic analysis indicates that stop-like /6/ is significantly different from /d/ in burst
amplitude, burst spectrum shape, burst peak frequency, and second formant at following-
vowel onset. Moreover, the acoustic differences indicate that the dental place of
articulation is preserved for stop-like /6/. Automatic classification experiments involving
these acoustic measures suggest that they are robust in distinguishing stop-like /6/ from
/d/. Applications of these findings may lie in areas of automatic speech recognition,
speech transcription, and development of acoustic measures for speech disorder
diagnosis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dental fricative /(/, often found in word-initial positions of function words such as
"the" and "this", is one of the most frequently spoken word-initial phonemes in English
(Denes, 1963). However, it is also highly vulnerable to contextual modifications,
especially in casual speech (Gimson, 1989; Jurafsky et al., 1998; Roach, 2000; Bell et al.
2003; Shockey, 2003). In word-initial position, studies have shown that this phoneme
may take on characteristics of the preceding consonant; for example, it may become nasal
when preceded by /n/, sonorant and lateral when preceded by /1/, or turn into a stop-like
consonant when preceded by /t/ (Manuel, 1995; Manuel and Wyrick, 1999; Cao, 2002).
Stop-like /8/ is a phonetic variation that deserves particular attention. As shown in
Figure 1.1, the stop-like /3/ exhibits a drastic modification from the canonical /(/; its
manner of production changes from one that is fricative to one that is stop-like. Most
likely due to this change in production manner and the uncertainty over its place of
articulation, stop-like /(/ is sometimes transcribed as an alveolar stop [d]l (Jurafsky et al.,
1998). Thus, there is a need to determine whether the place of articulation is modified
along with the manner of production for stop-like /0/. In addition, the contextual
frequency of stop-like /0/ will provide further insights into the mechanisms that underlie
the modification. Such knowledge would not only add to our understanding of speech
variations, but could also be useful in applications such as speech transcription, automatic
speech recognition, and the diagnosis of speech disorders.




b) "Start those" /
Stop-like /6/
Figure 1.1: Spectrograms of a canonical /b/ and a stop-like /b/. Utterances are
produced by a male speaker. a) Spectrogram of the canonical /b/ in "buy those".
b) Spectrogram of a stop-like /b/ in "start those". The canonical /b/ has voicing
and weak noises in frequencies above 3 kHz throughout the entire segment. On
the other hand, stop-like /b/ contains a period of no acoustic energy, suggesting
that a complete closure is formed in the oral cavity, followed by a sudden
acoustic burst upon the release of the closure.
This thesis research involves three major studies. The first study aims to gain insight into
the frequency of stop-like /8/ and the segmental contexts where it occurs. The major
questions this study attempts to answer are:
" In what types of segmental contexts does stop-like /M/ occur? What is the
frequency of the occurrence?
e Does the frequency of stop-like /8/ differ for read speech, task-oriented
spontaneous speech, and non-task-oriented spontaneous speech?
e What insights might the contextual frequency information provide as to the
mechanisms that underlie the stop-like modification of /0/?
The second study involves detailed acoustic analysis of stop-like /6/. Comparisons are
made with /d/, a consonant that is sometimes confused with stop-like /1/. Major
questions addressed by this study are:
" Does acoustic evidence suggest that the dental place of articulation is preserved
for stop-like //?
" If the dental place is preserved, then what are the salient acoustic cues for
distinguishing stop-like // from /d/?
The third study consists of building an automatic classifier for stop-like // and /d/. The
following questions are explored:
* Are the salient acoustic cues obtained in the second study of this thesis robust
enough to be used for automatic classification of stop-like /Z/, distinguishing it
from /d/?
" What are the applications of this research for automatic speech recognition
systems?
Based on past research findings, it is hypothesized that stop-like /6/ will occur most often
when preceded by a stop consonant and notably less often in other contexts. The
frequency of this stop-like modification is expected to increase with the level of
casualness of the speech; more specifically, it is expected to be the lowest for read speech
and highest for non-task-oriented spontaneous speech. The dental place of /(/ is expected
to be preserved despite the change in manner of production. Therefore, it is hypothesized
that acoustic cues that distinguish between stop-like /Z/ and /d/ should exist and should
provide a basis for building effective automatic classifiers of the consonants.
The next chapter will present the motivation and significance of this thesis research. It is
followed by an overview of the acoustics and modifications of /6/, as well as a review of
relevant past studies in Chapter III. Then, the three major studies of this thesis will be
presented and discussed in detail in Chapters IV, V, and VI. Applications of this research
in automatic speech recognition and the general study of variations in speech, along with
future directions in the study of stop-like //, will be explored in Chapters VII, VIII, and
IX before concluding remarks in Chapter X.
II. MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE
Phonetic variations occur widely in speech. Many of the most common variations are
still shrouded in mystery, in terms of the nature and extent of their change from the
canonical forms. Some of these variations pertain directly to the dental fricative /(/, a
phoneme that frequently occurs in spoken English, most often in word-initial positions of
function words (Denes, 1963; Maddieson, 1984). In casual speech, /(/ is frequently
modified from its full form (Lee, 1990; Jurafsky et al., 1998; Bell et al. 2003). For
example, /3/ in the function word 'the' may be transcribed as [6], [dh], [d], or [0]. It may
also become nasalized, lateralized, stop-like, or omitted all together (Cao, 2002; Glass,
1998; Lee, 1990; Manuel, 1995; Manuel and Wyrick, 1999).
The stop-like variant of /(/, known to commonly occur when preceded by a stop
consonant, is the focus of this thesis work. This variation is particularly interesting
because the manner of production is drastically changed for /6/, from one that is fricative
to one that is stop-like. Listeners seem to have no problems in perceiving the stop-like
variant of /6/ as a /0/. What characteristics of the stop-like form still make the consonant
recognizable as a /6/? Is the dental place of articulation preserved despite the change in
manner of production? Uncertainly over these questions sometimes lead to the confusion
of stop-like /6/ with /d/. Therefore, these questions, along with ones regarding the
contextual frequency of stop-like /6/, need to be answered in order to better understand
the nature of this common variation.
Such knowledge will be immediately useful for applications in speech transcription and
automatic speech recognition. For example, information on how stop-like // may be
acoustically distinguished from /d/ can be used to label /0/ with better accuracy.
Improving transcription accuracy may also benefit automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems, since most commercial systems are trained on labeled speech data (Young,
1996; Young 2001; Glass and Zue, 2005). Furthermore, feature-based ASR systems can
benefit from knowing which acoustic cues to use in order to effectively extract the
features of /0/ despite modification. In addition, the features for this particular phoneme
may be ranked according to their robustness in the face of modification. For example, if
it is found that the dental place is always preserved for /1/ despite modification, then
features associated with place of articulation may be ranked as being more robust than
those associated with the manner of production for that particular phoneme. Speech
recognition systems that employ probabilistic information on when a sound is most likely
to occur can use contextual frequency data on stop-like /a/ to improve detection accuracy,
especially when training data for the system is sparse.
Furthermore, the results of this research may be useful in the diagnosis and treatment of
speech disorders. For example, if a patient always produces a stop-like /0/ instead of a
continuant one, then it is important to know which acoustic cues to examine in order to
deduce the patient's place of articulation for the consonant. That way, the clinician can
determine whether the patient has trouble with the place of articulation as well as the
manner of production for /0/. These pieces of information would be essential in the
correct diagnosis and eventual treatment of a speech problem.
Finally, the research approach of this thesis, which centers on detailed acoustic analysis
of the speech signal, may potentially be generalized and modified to study other types of
speech variations. Since the speech signal is a manifestation of production mechanisms,
the non-invasive method of detailed acoustic analysis is one effective way to uncover
answers to when, why, and how certain phonetic modifications occur. It is hoped that in
addition to gathering knowledge specific to //, this research may give insights in the
general study of variations in speech.
III. ACOUSTICS AND MODIFICATIONS OF /d/
This section provides an overview of the production and acoustics of /(/, followed by a
discussion of the expected acoustic differences between a dental and an alveolar stop
consonant. Past research findings on modifications of /0/ are also reviewed.
Production and Acoustics of /o/
/8/ is a voiced, non-strident, dental fricative with weak noise. Its production involves
vocal fold vibration as well as air turbulence through the vocal tract constriction formed
by the tongue between the upper and lower teeth; or the tongue behind the back of the
upper teeth. Since there is no complete closure in the vocal tract during its production,
/3/ is continuant; there is continuous acoustic output throughout its production. On the
other hand, stop consonants such as /d/ and /g/ are not continuant. The production of stop
consonants involves the formation of an oral-cavity closure, which leads to a signal that
contains a period of no acoustic output from the mouth. This period is followed by a
sudden burst of acoustic energy upon the release of the oral-cavity closure.
Figure 3.1 displays the vocal tract configuration, as well as the tube approximation for
the dental fricative. The oral configuration for /0/ includes a short front cavity, with a
spectral peak location around 7 to 8 kHz (Jongman, Wayland, and Wong, 2000; see
Appendix A for Tube Approximation of /0/). As Figure 3.1(b) illustrates, the noise
source is close to the constriction for /0/; this location is less effective in exciting the
front cavity resonance than a source located further from the constriction (Stevens, 1998;
see Appendix B for detailed explanation of the excitation of tubes). In addition, there is
no obstacle in the front cavity of /0/ to create further turbulence for the rapid airflow
through the dental constriction (Shadle, 1985; Pastel, 1987). Thus, there is relatively low
amplitude in high frequencies for /(/.
Back cavity Front cavity
a) b)
Figure 3.1: Configuration of a dental fricative. a) Mid-sagittal cross-sections of a
vocal tract for a dental fricative (traced by Dennis Klatt from Perkell's (1969) film).
b) Tube approximation of the dental fricative. U, represents the glottal source
and P5 represents the turbulent noise source. The dotted line of the back cavity
indicates that it is much longer than what is scaled in the drawing.
Modifications of /d/
As previously mentioned, /6/ has been found to undergo a number of phonetic
modifications. Figure 3.2 contains spectrograms of a canonical /6/, a nasalized /6/, a
sonorant /6/, and a stop-like /6/. The spectrograms are obtained from utterances of a male
speaker, recorded at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Research Lab of
Electronics Speech Communication Group. In all of these modified cases, the fricative
manner of production for /6/ is changed. However, past studies have found acoustic
evidence suggesting that the dental place of articulation is preserved despite these
modifications.
a) "Buy Those" b) "Steal Those"
/8/ /8/
c) "Start Those- d) "Win Those"
/a/ /8//8//
Figure 3.2: Spectrograms of canonical and modified /b/. Utterances are
produced by a male speaker. The canonical form in "buy those" is shown in a).
Sonorant and lateralized /b/ in "steal those" is shown in b). Stop-like /b/ in "start
those" is shown in c). Nasalized /b/ in "win those" is shown in d).
Manuel's (1995) study of the spectral characterization of /8/ preceded by /n/, in
utterances produced by six speakers, reveals that although the dental fricative has become
nasalized, acoustic evidence still indicates that the dental place of articulation is retained.
That evidence includes lower F2 at vowel onset following the release of nasalized /o/
than following the release of /n/, in the same context. The lower F2 is expected if the
dental place is preserved for nasalized /8/; this is due to the more backed tongue body and
longer back cavity for a dental than for an alveolar place of articulation (Stevens and
Keyser, 1989). Manuel's perception tests involving synthetic stimuli with varying F2
frequencies at the nasal consonant regions of 'win noes' and 'win those' have revealed
that listeners report hearing 'those' more often when F2 is low at the nasal consonant
release. This suggests that F2 could be used by listeners as a salient cue for
distinguishing contextually-nasalized // from /n/.
Another study centers on cases of /8/ which have taken on characteristics of the preceding
/1/ (Manuel and Wyrick, 1999). From the acoustic analysis of /8/ in utterances produced
by eight speakers, evidence indicates that the dental fricative becomes sonorant and
lateral when preceded by /I/. However, acoustic data indicate that F2 measured at the
release of the modified /6/ is higher than that at the release of /1/, but lower than that of a
true /6/. The higher F2 measured for /6/ is expected, since the dental consonant would
typically be made with a more fronted tongue body than for /1/. The data suggest that the
dental place of articulation is likely retained for /6/. Perception tests reveal that when the
modified /6/ is heard out of context, listeners almost always perceive 'Loew's' instead of
'those'. However, when heard in the context of 'steal those', listeners almost always
perceive 'those'. These results suggest that context plays an important role in the
perception of /6/.
More recently, Cao (2002) has examined the acoustic characteristics of /3/ when
preceded by /n/, /t/, or an English vowel, in phrases spoken by four speakers. She
observes that /6/ is almost always produced as a stop-like consonant when the preceding
consonant is a /t/. This finding agrees with previous observations where word-initial /6/
is stop-like when preceded by a stop consonant (Roach, 2000; Shockey, 2003). In
addition, Cao finds that for the two female speakers, stop-like /6/ has lower high-to-mid-
frequency amplitude ratio in its stop burst and lower second formant (F2) at the onset of
its succeeding vowel than for /d/, in the same segmental context; these findings suggest
that the dental place of articulation is retained for stop-like /6/. However, the differences
are not apparent between stop-like /0/ and /d/ tokens produced by the two male speakers
in Cao's study. Therefore, it is unclear as to whether the preservation of the dental place
can be generalized across speakers for stop-like /6/.
Acoustic Differences between Dental and Alveolar Stops
As previously mentioned, stop-like /6/ involves a change from a fricative manner of
production to one that is stop-like. If the dental place of articulation is preserved for
stop-like /3/, then it should exhibit the acoustic characteristics of a dental stop consonant
rather than an alveolar stop consonant.
0 S Dental Fricative
Back cavity Front cavity
Dental -----------------------
e S Dental Stop
Back cavity Front cavity
es Alveolar Stop
Back cavity Front cavity
Alveolar
Figure 3.3: Tube approximations of a dental fricative, dental stop, and alveolar
stop. Mid-sagittal cross-sections of a vocal tract for a dental obstruent and an
alveolar obstruent are shown with their respective tube approximations. The
constriction point highlights a main difference between the two places of
articulation. Moreover, it is noted that a dental stop is produced with a complete
closure while a dental fricative is produced with a non-zero constriction.
Figure 3.3 shows tube approximations for a dental stop and an alveolar stop consonant.
The expected acoustic differences between the two types of obstruents are listed in Table
3.1. The closure for an alveolar stop is made with the tongue blade against the alveolar
ridge, whereas that for the dental is made against the upper teeth. Therefore, the front
cavity of a dental stop is shorter than that for an alveolar stop. Shorter tubes have higher
resonant frequencies than longer tubes (Stevens, 1998; also see Appendix A for tube
approximation). Thus, when the front cavity is excited by a noise source at the release of
the complete closure, the burst amplitude peak for the dental should be higher in
frequency than that for the alveolar.
Acoustic Cue Expected Difference Reason
Burst Spectrum Peak Higher for Dental cDentals hav a shorter front
Dentals have a noise sourceBurst Amplitude Lower for Dental that is both weaker and in a
worse location for exciting the
Burst Spectrum Shape Flatter for Dental shorter front cavity than for
alveolars
Dentals have a more backed
F2 at Onset of Following Vowel Lower for Dental tongue body and a longer
I _back cavity
Table 3.1: The expected acoustic differences between a dental and an alveolar
obstruent.
Furthermore, there is no obstacle in the front cavity to create further turbulence when
rapid airflow exits the dental constriction. The alveolar configuration, on the other hand,
has the back of the teeth as an obstacle in the front cavity. Thus, the amplitude of its
noise source is increased when rapid airflow through the constriction directly impinges
on the back of the teeth (Shadle, 1985; Pastel, 1987). The noise source is not only
weaker for the dental stop, it is also located closer to the constriction, a position that is
less effective in exciting the front cavity (Stevens, 1998; see Appendix B for detailed
explanation of the excitation of tubes). Therefore, high frequency amplitude as a result of
front-cavity excitation should be lower and flatter in shape for the dental than for the
alveolar. Finally, the tongue body is expected to be lower and more backed for the dental
than for the alveolar; this should lead to lower second formant (F2), a back-cavity
resonant frequency, at the onset of a vowel following a dental consonant than that at the
onset of a vowel following an alveolar consonant (Stevens and Keyser, 1989).
These theoretically-based acoustic differences between dental and alveolar obstruents are
supported by findings of previous studies. Acoustic comparisons of dental and alveolar
stop consonants have been carried out in studies of several different languages. In a
study on the acoustic properties of dental and alveolar stop consonants in Malayalam, the
root-mean-square (rms) amplitude of the stop consonant burst normalized to the rms of
the adjacent vowel amplitude is found to be salient in distinguishing between the two
places of articulation (Jongman, Blumstein, and Lahiri, 1985). The normalized amplitude
of the alveolar stop burst is consistently higher than that of the dental stop burst. This
acoustic attribute is used to distinguish dental stops from alveolar stops in Malayalam
with 91.8% accuracy. However, it is not as successful in distinguishing between dental
stops in Dutch and alveolar stops in American English; 68.2% of the American-English
alveolar stops and 63.2% of the Dutch dental stops are classified correctly. Even though
American-English alveolar stops are characterized by stronger bursts than Dutch dental
stops, speaker-to-speaker variability within each of the two languages seems to have
made accurate classification based on rms burst amplitude difficult. The authors
suggested that the greater variability may be explained by the non-contrastive nature of a
dental-alveolar distinction in stop consonants of Dutch or English.
Stoel-Gammon and colleagues (1994) have found that American-English alveolar /t/ and
Swedish dental /t/ differed in voicing onset time (VOT), burst intensity and burst spectra.
The VOT values of American-English /t/ are significantly longer than those of Swedish
dental /t/. The burst intensity measures are made by taking the following vowel intensity
maximum in dB and subtracting the stop-burst intensity maximum in dB. This measure
is found to be lower for the American-English alveolar /t/ than for the Swedish dental /t/,
with statistical significance. This indicates that the American-English alveolar /t/ has
higher burst intensity than the Swedish /t/. In addition, the authors have studied the burst
spectra for the two types of stops, using spectral moment analysis described by Forrest et
al. (1988). The four spectral moments are used to obtain average energy concentration
(mean frequency), spectral shape as indicated by the spread of frequency around the
mean (standard deviation), tilt of the distribution (skewness), and degree of peakedness
(kurtosis). The analysis indicates that, compared to Swedish dental /t/, American-English
alveolar /t/ is significantly more compact and more peaked.
Sundara (2005) has examined the acoustic differences between Canadian English (CE)
alveolar stops /d t/ and Canadian French (CF) dental stops /d t/. Voicing onset time
(VOT) is found to be significantly longer for CE alveolar stops than for CF dental stops.
Burst intensity is found to be stronger for CE bursts than for CF bursts. Burst spectral
shape, measured in terms of mean frequency, standard deviation, and kurtosis, is also
different between CE alveolar stops and CF dental dentals. Consistent with the findings
of Stoel-Gammon et al., the alveolar stops have higher mean burst frequency, smaller
standard deviation, and higher kurtosis than dental stops.
The acoustic differences found between dental and alveolar stops in these studies are
consistent with the expected differences based on theoretical derivations. Therefore, if
the dental place were preserved for stop-like /0/, then it should have a higher burst
spectrum peak frequency, lower burst amplitude, flatter burst amplitude shape, and lower
F2 at the following vowel than the alveolar /d/.
After an examination of the segmental context of stop-like /(/ in the next chapter,
detailed acoustic analysis of the modified consonant, in comparison with /d/, will be
presented in Chapter V. Emphasis is placed on whether the acoustic differences, if they
exist, agree with what is expected if the dental place were preserved for stop-like /6/.
Attention is also paid to those acoustic cues that distinguish between stop-like /0/ and /d/.
The robustness of these acoustic cues in the automatic classification of stop-like /6/ and
/d/ will be discussed in Chapter VI. The remaining chapters will focus on the
applications of this research in automatic speech recognition and the general study of
variations in speech, along with future directions in the study of stop-like //.
IV. CONTEXTUAL FREQUENCY OF STOP-LIKE /0/
This study attempts to answer the following questions:
e In what types of segmental contexts does stop-like /d/ occur? What is the
frequency of its occurrence?
e Does the frequency of stop-like /6/ differ for read speech, task-oriented
spontaneous speech, and non-task-oriented spontaneous speech?
* What insights might the contextual frequency information provide as to the
mechanisms that underlie the stop-like modification of /6/?
Based on past research findings, it is hypothesized that stop-like /6/ would occur most
often when preceded by a stop consonant and notably less frequently in other contexts.
In addition, the frequency of the stop-like modification is expected to increase with the
casualness of the speech. More specifically, it is expected to be the lowest for read
speech and highest for non-task-oriented spontaneous speech.
Research Methodology
The analysis of word-initial /6/ from continuous speech is conducted for three different
speech databases, the TIMIT database, the American-English Map Task (AEMT) Corpus,
and the Buckeye Corpus.
The TIMIT database consists of utterances from 630 speakers of American English,
covering all the major regions of the country (Fisher et al, 1987; TIMIT Documentation,
1990). The text corpus was designed by a joint effort among the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), Stanford Research Institute (SRI), and Texas Instruments (TI).
The recordings were made at Texas Instruments in sound-attenuated chambers using
headset microphones. For this study, utterances from speakers with no distinct regional
accents, as indicated by the TIMIT documentation, are selected for analysis.
The AEMT Corpus contains 16 dialogues, each between two subjects as they work to
complete a map-navigation task (MIT RLE Speech Communication Group AEMT
Documentation). The task involves one person giving directions to the other in order to
reach a destination on the map. There are a total of 8 female American-English speakers
in the corpus; they grew up in various parts of the country. The recordings are made in a
sound-attenuated chamber at MIT, using the Map-Task protocol (McAllister et al, 1990).
All tokens of /0/ from the 16 recordings obtained from the subjects giving directions are
analyzed. The corpus contain phonetic and word transcriptions, as well as prosodic
labels for 8 out of the 16 recordings.
The Buckeye Corpus contains conversational speech produced by 40 talkers from central
Ohio (Pitt et al., 2005). Each talker is recorded through a head-mounted microphone
while he or she is being interviewed by an experimenter. The recordings are made in a
seminar room at Ohio State University. The subjects are told that they are participating
in a study to learn how people express "everyday" opinions in conversations. It is
indicated to them that the actual topic of their conversations is not important. The
recording sessions consist of the interviewer eliciting opinions from the interviewee
based on his/her background; it is reported that after 5 to 10 minutes of "eliciting"
opinions from the subject, the interview would typically become a friendly conversation.
For this study, recordings from 20 talkers, 11 female and 9 male, are analyzed. At the
time of the thesis work, these are all of the transcribed and publicly available recordings.
The analysis begins with finding cases of /8/ from the recordings of the various
databases. This is done through a text search for "th" in the word labels of each selected
recording. From that point on, only cases of word-initial /6/ are examined acoustically.
Word-initial /6/ is examined because it is found in a variety of segmental contexts,
whereas word-medial /M/ and word-final /6/ are always preceded by a vowel.
Criteria for Stop-like /J1 Categorization
Word-initial /d/ is categorized as stop-like when there is acoustic evidence to indicate that
a complete closure is made and released. A stop-like /6/ segment must contain one of the
following series of acoustic events in the speech waveform:
* A period of silence followed by a release burst (see Figure 4.1);
OR
" A decreasing voice bar followed by a period of silence before a release burst (see
Figure 4.2);
OR
" A decreasing voice bar followed by a release burst (see Figure 4.3).
/s/ frication Stop-like /b/ burst Stop-like /b/ burst
Figure 4.1: A stop-like /6/ release that is preceded by a stop gap. /6/ is preceded by /s/ in the
utterance.
Stop-like /8/ burst Stop-like /8/ burst
Figure 4.2: A stop-like /6/ release that is preceded by a stop gap and some evidence for voicing.
/6/ is preceded by a /t with no release burst. There is some voicing prior to the stop gap.
Stop-like /8/ burst Stop-like /b/ burst
Figure 4.3: A stop-like /6/ release that is preceded by a decreasing voice bar. /6/ is preceded by
/b/. There is no stop gap in this /6/ segment.
Stop-consonant production involves a complete closure in the oral cavity. Pressure
builds up behind the closure, which leads to a sudden onset of acoustic energy upon the
release of the closure. Therefore, a release burst must always be present in order to
characterize a 1/5 token as stop-like in production. In addition, the release burst must be
preceded by a period of silence (see Figure 4.1) or a decreasing voice bar (see Figure
4.3). The period of silence that typically precedes a release burst is known as a stop gap;
the lack of acoustic output from the mouth indicates that a complete closure is formed in
the oral cavity. In some cases of stop consonants, a decreasing voice bar, instead of a
stop gap, precedes the release burst. This occurs when there is vocal fold vibration
during the period of oral-cavity closure. The complete oral closure will lead to the
decrease in the pressure drop across the glottis, thereby decreasing the amplitude of the
voice bar. There are cases where a decreasing voice bar precedes a stop gap, followed
by a release burst (see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.4 contains examples of non-stop-like /(/, one in utterance-internal position and
another in utterance-initial position. Additional examples of stop-like and non-stop-like
cases of /3/ are included in Appendix D.
b)-~ah m. '~ns~ &**~iiV ~ aib~im Continuant /8/
.. .-....- -.. .... m... Continuant /b/
Figure 4.4: Examples of non-stop-like /b/. Top panel (a) illustrates an utterance-
internal /b/ in "buy those" and bottom panel (b) an utterance-initial /6/ in "the
pa(tient)". Note that the two examples are not categorized as being stop-like;
they do not satisfy the stop-like criteria and do not seem to contain evidence for
complete closure.
For each database, /3/ tokens are grouped according to segmental context. These
contexts include the word-initial /6/ preceded by silence, a consonant (across word
boundary), or a vowel (across word boundary). The contexts are obtained from the
phonetic labels used in each database and double checked by the author through listening
to the speech recordings.
Contexts with preceding nasal consonants are not part of this study. For such contexts, it
would be highly likely for /0/ to become nasalized and have high energy at low
frequencies (Manuel, 1995). Even if a complete oral closure is formed for a nasalized /0/,
there would be no pressure build-up in the oral cavity due to the opening of the
velopharyngeal port. Therefore, a nasalized /(/ that is produced with complete oral
closure may be expected to exhibit continuous voicing and acoustic output from the nose.
Furthermore, the release of a complete oral closure for a nasalized /0/ may not lead to an
acoustic burst because there is no intra-oral pressure build-up. The examination of such
contexts, which require a different set of stop-like categorization criteria, will not be
pursued in this thesis.
Results
Stop-like /b/ in the TIMIT Database
Analysis is conducted on 492 cases of word-initial /6/, extracted from 1000 utterances
produced by 26 female speakers and 64 male speakers in the TIMIT database. The
speakers are either from the western region of the United States (TIMIT Directory 7) or
moved around the country during childhood (TIMIT Directory 8); therefore TIMIT
categorizes those speakers as not having distinct regional accents.
The word-initial /A/ cases examined in this study are all part of function words. Table
4.1 lists the function words and the number of their occurrences in the utterances from
TIMIT directories 7 and 8. Out of the 492 cases studied, 241 cases are in "the", followed















Table 4.1: Function words
7 and 8.
containing word-initial /b/ in TIMIT directories
Table 4.2 lists all the contexts included in the analysis. The segmental contexts of // are
grouped into broader categories because there is a big variation in the number of cases
per context; this variation ranges from 2 to 113 tokens per segmental context. These
broad categories of segmental contexts include word-initial /d/ preceded by silence
(silence#), by a stop consonant (stop#), by a fricative or an affricate (fricative#), by a
vowel (vowel#), and by a liquid consonant (liquid#). Each category has a sample size of
greater than 30 /6/ tokens. Based on the central limit theorem, a sample size of at least 30
is widely used as a rule of thumb to obtain statistically meaningful results (Sanders, 1998;
iSixSigma Staff, 2003).
Context of /6/ Number of Cases
// preceded by silence 184























/b/ preceded by a liquid 31
r# 22
W# 9
Table 4.2: /6/ tokens per context in TIMIT directories 7 and 8,
grouped according to frequency.
Word-initial /8/ preceded by silence is the most common context in the TIMIT recordings
analyzed; most of them are utterance-initial cases. Among contexts with preceding stop
consonants, /6/ is most often preceded by /k/. This high occurrence is mainly due to the
fact that there are two sentences that are read by every speaker in TIMIT; one of the two
sentences includes a k#6 sequence in 'like that'. In addition to being preceded by /k/, /0/
is also frequently preceded by /t/ and /d/ in TIMIT directories 7 and 8. Few cases of //
are found to be preceded by other stop consonants.
Among contexts with preceding fricatives or affricates, /6/ is most often preceded by /v/,
/z/, and /s/, respectively. When /0/ is preceded by a vowel, that vowel is most often a
schwa or /i/. Among contexts with preceding liquids, /a/ is more often preceded by a /r/
than a /1/.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the number of /6/ cases that are stop-like or not stop-like, grouped
according to five broad categories of segmental contexts. Of the 184 /6/ cases that are
preceded by silence, 142 (77%) are stop-like. Stop-like /(/ occurrence is 73% (127 out of
175 cases) when the preceding consonant is- a stop. Out of the 67 /6/ cases with a
preceding fricative or affricate, stop-like occurrence is 28%. For the 35 cases preceded
by vowels, 4 (11%) are stop-like. Out of 31 cases of /3/ with a preceding liquid
consonant, 5 (16%) are categorized as stop-like. The distributions of stop-like /6/
grouped according to specific segmental contexts are listed in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: Stop-like /b/ occurrence in TIMIT directories 7 and 8, grouped by
categories of segmental context. These categories include /6/ preceded by
silence (silence#), by a stop consonant (stop#), by a fricative or an affricate(fricative#), by a vowel (vowel#), and by a liquid consonant (liquid#).
This analysis has also found that t#6 and d# sequences frequently consist of a stop-like
/0/ with no release of the preceding alveolar stop. Out of the 32 stop-like /6/ cases
preceded by /t/, 28 contain no /t/ release. For the 10 stop-like cases that are preceded by
/d/, 7 contain no /d/ release. The lack of /k/ release burst is observed in 29 out of 82 k#6
sequences where /6/ is stop-like. The absence of the preceding stop consonant's release
burst suggests that the articulators may have formed the stop-like-// closure before the
release of the preceding stop consonant, thereby obliterating the release burst of the
preceding stop consonant. Thus, there seems to be articulatory overlap when stop-like /6/
is produced in contexts where the preceding phoneme is a stop consonant.
Total Number of Stop-like /6/
Context of /b/ /6/ Tokens Tokens
/6/ preceded by silence 184 142(77%)
/5/ preceded by a stop consonant 175 127(73%)
k# 113 82 (73%)
t# 38 32 (84%)
d# 17 10 (59%)
p# 5 2 (40%)
b# 2 1 (50%)
/6/ preceded by a fricative or an
affricate 67 19 (28%)
V# 26 6 (23%)
Z# 14 3(21%)
s# 13 4(31%)
# 5 4 (80%)
f# 4 1 (25%)j# 3 1 (33%)
ch# 2 0
/d/ preceded by a vowel 35 4 (11%)




ai# 3 2 (66%)
ao# 3 1 (33%)
ei# 2 0
/b/ preceded by a liquid 31 5 (16%)
r# 22 3(14%)
# 9 2 (22%)
Table 4.3: Stop-like /6/ tokens per context in TIMIT directories 7 and 8. For each
context, the total number of /b/ is listed with the number of stop-like cases.
The possible relationship between the stop-like modification of /6/ and the voicing of its
preceding phoneme is also investigated. Stop-like /6/ occurrence is 69% (121 out of 175
cases) when the preceding obstruent consonant is voiceless, compared to 37% (25 out of
67 cases) when the preceding obstruent consonant is voiced. In addition, stop-like /1/
rarely occurs (14% or 9 out of 66 cases) when the preceding phoneme is a vowel or a
liquid consonant.
Among contexts with preceding stop consonants, stop-like // occurrence is 74% (116 out
of 156 cases) when the preceding stop is voiceless and 58% (11 out of 19 cases) when the
preceding stop is voiced. Correlation coefficient is calculated between the stop-like
modification of /6/ and the voicelessness of the preceding stop consonant (see Appendix
E for the calculation of correlation coefficients). The resulting correlation coefficient is
0.35 from normalized data, indicating a weak positive correlation between the two
variables. The calculation only included data from contexts with preceding stop
consonants in order to limit other variables, such as the manner of production, which may
also have effects on the relationship between the preceding phoneme and the stop-like
modification of /3/. It is noted that the normalized data for contexts with preceding /b/
and /p/ come from fewer than 10 cases of /6/ each. Therefore, the small size of the data
(fewer than the statistical rule of thumb of 30 samples) may not yield results that are as
robust as ones from greater sample pools where a normal distribution may be assumed.
There does not seem to be a relationship between the stop-like modification of /6/ and the
voicing of the preceding fricative or affricate. Among contexts with preceding fricatives
or affricates, stop-like /0/ occurrence is 26% (5 out of 19 cases) when the preceding
consonant is voiceless and 29% (14 out of 48 cases) when the preceding consonant is
voiced. This finding is not consistent with the positive correlation between the stop-like
modification of /0/ and the voicing of a preceding stop consonant. It seems that factors
other than or in addition to voicing may be involved.
In addition to the voicing of the preceding consonants, the place of articulation might also
be correlated with the modification of /A/. The data suggest that stop-like /0/ frequently
occurs when the preceding consonant is a coronal obstruent. For example, the stop-like
modification occurs 84% (32 out of 38 cases), 80% (4 out of 5 cases), and 59% (10 out of
17) of the time when the preceding consonant is /t/, /(/ and /d/ respectively. However,
the stop-like modification of /d/ and the preceding obstruent's coronal place of
articulation seem weakly correlated. The correlation coefficient between the stop-like
modification of /6/ and the coronal place of articulation for the preceding consonant is
0.28, which indicates a weak positive correlation. The data indicate that the high
frequency of stop-like /6/ is not just limited to contexts with preceding coronal
obstruents; the modification also occurs frequently when preceded by non-coronal
obstruents.
Summary
The results from the TIMIT data reveal the following:
e High stop-like /6/ occurrence is not exclusive to contexts where the consonant is
preceded by a stop consonant.
" There is high occurrence (77% or 142 out of 184 cases) of stop-like /6/ when
preceded by silence; they are mostly in utterance-initial position.
* There is high occurrence of (73% or 127 out of 175 cases) of stop-like word-
initial /(/ when the preceding phoneme is a stop consonant.
" The stop-like modification occurs less frequently (28% or 19 out of 67 cases)
when the preceding consonant is a fricative or affricate.
" This modification rarely (14% or 9 out of 66 cases) occurs when the preceding
phoneme is a vowel or a liquid consonant.
" There is a weak positive correlation between the voicelessness of the preceding
stop consonant and the stop-like modification of /6/; however, there seems to be
no correlation between the stop-like modification of /6/ and the voicing of the
preceding fricative consonant.
" There is weak correlation between the stop-like modification of /a/ and whether
the preceding consonant has a coronal place of articulation.
" The release burst of /t/, Id/, and /k/ are frequently absent when those consonants
precede a stop-like /0/. This suggests that the articulators may have formed a
stop-like-/6/ closure before the release of the preceding stop consonant.
Stop-like /5/ in the American English Map Task Corpus
A total of 1561 cases of word-initial /6/, from the 16 recordings of subjects giving
directions in the AEMT Corpus, are analyzed. On average, the speakers uttered /6/ every
5 seconds as they performed the map-navigation task.
The word-initial /0/ cases examined in this study all occur in function words. Table 4.4
lists the function words and the number of their occurrences in the 16 recordings. Out of













Table 4.4: Function words containing word-initial /6/ in the AEMT Corpus.
Table 4.5 lists all the segmental contexts of /0/ in AEMT. Similar to the TIMIT
database, the AEMT Corpus also has a big variation in the number of /3/ per context; the
sample size ranges from 1 to 235 tokens per context. This prompts the grouping of
individual segmental contexts into the five broad categories of contexts mentioned in the
previous section. The categories are word-initial /0/ preceded by silence (silence#), by a
stop consonant (stop#), by a fricative or an affricate consonant (fricative#), by a vowel
(vowel#), and by a liquid consonant (liquid#). Each category has a sample size of greater
than 80 // tokens.
Context of // Number of Cases























// preceded by silence 110
/b/ preceded by a liquid 82
r# 73
W# 9
Table 4.5: /6/ tokens per context in AEMT, grouped according to frequency.
There are no cases where /b/, /g/, /zh/, or /ch/ precedes /6/.Not included in the
table are the 414 cases of /6/ preceded by /n/, 51 cases preceded by /m/, and 28
cases preceded by /ng/; those cases are not acoustically analyzed in this study.
As shown in the table, /(/ is most-frequently preceded by a vowel. Frequently occurring
segmental contexts include a schwa preceding /6/ in the phrase "to the" and an /o/
preceding /8/ in phrases such as "below the" and "so the". Fricatives, affricates, and stop
consonants are also found to frequently precede /6/. For example, a frequent segmental
context is /v/ preceding /6/ in "of the" and "of that". Phrases such as "at the" and "that
the", where /t/ precedes /6/, often occur. Other common phrases include "is the", "pass
the", and "over the". In addition, /6/ is often preceded by a pause or breath, usually at the
beginning of an utterance or smaller phrase.
It is noted that nasal consonants often precede /6/. In fact, there are 414 cases of /6/ that
are preceded by /n/, spoken in phrases such as "in the", "on the", and "and then". Other
commonly uttered phrases where a nasal precedes /6/ include "from the" and "passing
the". These tokens are not acoustically analyzed in this study.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the number of /6/ tokens that are categorized as stop-like or not
stop-like, grouped according to five broad categories of preceding-segmental contexts.
Of the 110 /6/ tokens that are preceded by silence, 87 (79%) are stop-like. Stop-like /0/
occurrence is 88% (133 out of 152 tokens) when the preceding consonant is a stop. Out
of the 329 /6/ tokens with a preceding fricative or affricate, stop-like occurrence is 33%
(109 tokens). For the 406 tokens preceded by vowels, 72 (18%) are stop-like. Out of 82
cases of /6/ with a preceding liquid consonant, 13 (16%) are categorized as stop-like.
The distributions of stop-like /6/ grouped according to specific segmental contexts are
listed in Table 4.6.
This analysis has also found that the /t/ release is often absent (85 out of 92 tokens) when
preceding stop-like /6/. The /d/ release is sometimes absent (7 out of 12 tokens) when it
precedes a stop-like /8/. The /k/ release is also sometimes absent (10 out of 20 tokens)
when preceding stop-like /1/. This, along with similar observations from the TIMIT
recordings, suggests that the articulators may have formed a stop-like /6/ closure before
the release of the preceding stop consonant, thereby obliterating the release burst of the
preceding stop consonant. Thus, there seems to be articulatory overlap when stop-like /6/
is produced in contexts where the preceding phoneme is a stop consonant.
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Figure 4.6: Stop-like /b/ occurrence in AEMT, grouped by categories of
segmental context. These categories include /6/ preceded by silence (silence#),
by a stop consonant (stop#), by a fricative or an affricate (fricative#), by a vowel(vowel#), and by a liquid consonant (liquid#).
A possible correlation between the voicing of the preceding obstruent and the stop-
modification is investigated. Out of the contexts with a preceding stop, the lowest
occurrence of stop-like /6/ is when it is preceded by /d/, the only voiced stop in the set.
For contexts with a preceding fricative or affricate, 85 out of 281 /6/ cases (30%) are
stop-like when the preceding consonant is voiced; whereas 24 out of 48 cases (50%) are
stop-like when the preceding consonant is unvoiced. The correlation factor between the
stop-like modification of /M/ and the voicelessness of the preceding fricative or affricate is
0.1, indicating a weak positive correlation.
Total Number of Stop-like /6/
Context of /b/ /6 Tokens Tokens
/6/ preceded by a vowel 406 72 (18%)
schwa# 235 37 (16%)
o# 108 23 (21%)
u# 25 2 (8%)
# 16 0
a# 14 7(50%)
ai# 4 1 (25%)
ao# 4 2 (50%)
// preceded by a fricative or an
affricate 329 109(33%)
V# 223 67 (30%)
Z# 52 13 (25%)
s# 24 7 (29%)
f# 14 12 (86%)
f# 9 4 (44%)
6# 5 4 (80%)
sh# 1 1
j# 1 1
/0/ preceded by a stop consonant 152 133 (88%)
t# 100 92 (92%)
k# 22 20 (91%)
d# 19 12 (63%)
P# 11 9(82%)
/6/ preceded by silence 110 87 (79%)
/0/ preceded by a liquid 82 13 (16%)
r# 73 12 (16%)
9 1 (11%)
Table 4.6: Stop-like /6/ tokens per context in AEMT. For each context, the total
number of /b/ is listed with the number of stop-like cases.
The possible correlation between the stop-like modification of /(/ and the preceding
consonant's place of articulation is also explored. The data indicate that stop-like /1/
occurs more often when the preceding consonant is coronal than when it is not. Out of
the 214 tokens of /0/ preceded by a coronal obstruent, 140 (65%) are stop-like. On the
other hand, only 102 out of 267 tokens (38%) of /0/ are stop-like when preceded by a
non-coronal obstruent. The correlation coefficient between the stop-like modification of
/(/ and the coronal place of articulation of the preceding obstruent is 0.01; this suggests
virtually no correlation between the two variables.
In addition to the segmental context, the prosodic context of /0/ is also analyzed for 8 out
of 16 AMET recordings that are prosodically labeled. Figure 4.7 contains the number of
stop-like /d/ cases grouped according to prosodic context. Cases labeled as being merged
with the preceding word (2-words merge) are the lowest on the prosodic hierarchy;
higher up is the normal word boundary (Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk, 1996). The "mixed
case" includes those that seem higher up in the prosodic hierarchy than a normal word
boundary, but lower than a small phrase boundary. The larger phrase boundary is the
highest in the hierarchy among the prosodic labels. Out of the 49 cases of word-initial /6/
labeled as "2-words merge", only 3 (6%) are stop-like. The highest number of word-
initial /6/ occurs at a normal word boundary, where 80 out of 348 (23%) are stop-like.
There are 15 cases of /6/ labeled as "mixed cases", 6 of which (40%) are stop-like. At the
small phrase boundary, 6 out of 19 (32%) cases are stop-like. The highest percentage of
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Figure 4.7: Prosodic context of /b/ from AEMT
These occurrence rates are plotted in Figure 4.8. A generally upward trend in stop-like
/A/ occurrence is observed as the prosodic labels get higher on the prosodic hierarchy.
There is a slight dip in the graph from "mixed case" to "small phrase boundary"; this may
be due to the small number of total cases, 15 and 19, respectively, for each of the two
contexts. In addition, it is noted that due to those small numbers, not enough cases are
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Figure 4.8: Percent of stop-like /b/ per prosodic context.
Summary
The results from the AEMT data reveal the following:
" High stop-like /6/ occurrence is not exclusive to contexts where the consonant is
preceded by a stop consonant.
" When preceded by silence, //is frequently (79%) stop-like.
" Stop-like /6/ frequently (88%) occurs when preceded by a stop consonant.
" The modification is less frequent (33%) when /0/ is preceded by fricatives and
affricates.
e The consonant is rarely (18%) stop-like when preceded by a vowel.
e Similarly, /6/ is rarely (16%) stop-like when preceded by a /r/ or /1/.
e There may be a relationship between the voicelessness of the preceding stop
consonant and the stop-like modification of /6/; however, this relationship is not
clear due to d# being the only sequence in this corpus in which word-initial /0/is
preceded by a voiced stop consonant.
e There is virtually no correlation between voicing of the preceding fricative
consonant and the stop-like /A/ modification.
e There is virtually no correlation between the stop-like modification of /Z/ and the
preceding obstruent having a coronal place of articulation.
e The release burst of /t/, /d/, and /k/ are frequently absent when those consonants
precede a stop-like /3/. This suggests that the articulators may have formed a
stop-like-/O/ closure before the release of the preceding stop consonant.
These findings are consistent with those found for the read speech in the TIMIT database.
Stop-like /b/ in the Buckeye Corpus
For this study, recordings from 20 talkers, 11 female and 9 male, are analyzed. For each
talker, 48 to 50 sequentially-occurring /0/ cases are analyzed for a randomly selected
period of the conversation. A total of 998 cases of word-initial /0/ are analyzed. Similar
to the AEMT subjects, the talkers produce /0/ at an average of every 5 seconds of the
speech examined. The word-initial /A/ cases examined in this study all occur in function
words. Table 4.7 lists the function words and their numbers of occurrence. Out of the
998 cases studied, 310 occur in "the", 275 occur in "that", and 151 occur in "they".
Table 4.8 lists the segmental contexts analyzed for /0/in Buckeye. Similar to TIMIT and
AEMT databases, the Buckeye Corpus also has a big variation in the number of //
tokens per segmental context. The sample size for each segmental context ranges from 2
tokens to 152 tokens. Therefore, individual segmental contexts are grouped into five
broad categories of segmental contexts. They are /6/ preceded by silence (silence#), by a
stop consonant (stop#), by a fricative or an affricate (fricative#), by a vowel (vowel#),

















Table 4.7: Function words containing word-initial /6/ from Buckeye Corpus.
As shown in the table, // is most frequently preceded by a stop consonant in the Buckeye
Corpus. A frequent segmental context is /t/ preceding /6/, in phrases such as "about the"
and "what the". Fricatives such as /v/ and /z/ are also found to frequently precede /6/;
they occur in phrases such as "of the" and "is the". A number of /6/ tokens are found to
follow vowels or liquids, in phrases such as "do the", "be the", and "for the".
Furthermore, /6/ is often preceded by a pause or breath, usually at the beginning of an
utterance or smaller phrase. There are no cases where /b/, /g/, or /zh/ precedes /6/.
Context of /6/ Number of Cases

























//preceded by silence 139
/6/preceded by a liquid 120
r# 60
W# _50
Table 4.8: /6/ tokens per context in Buckeye, grouped according to frequency.
Not included in the table are the 199 cases of /6/ preceded by /n/, 26 cases
preceded by /ng/, and 11 cases preceded by /m/; those cases are not
acoustically analyzed in this study.
Nasal consonants are found to often precede /8/. There are 199 cases of /(/ that are
preceded by /n/; they occur in phrases such as "in the", "and the", and "and then". There
are also 26 /(/ tokens preceded by /ng/ and 11 tokens preceded by /m/. Those cases of /a/
are not acoustically analyzed in this study.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the number of /0/ cases that are stop-like or not stop-like, grouped
according to the five categories of segmental contexts. Of the 139 /0/ tokens that are
preceded by silence, 62 (45%) are stop-like. Stop-like /d/ occurrence is 33% (89 out of
269 tokens) when the preceding consonant is a stop. Out of the 186 // tokens with a
preceding fricative or affricate, stop-like occurrence is 9% (16 tokens). For the 152
tokens preceded by vowels, 9 (6%) are stop-like. Out of 120 cases of /(/ with a
preceding liquid consonant, 10 (8%) are categorized as stop-like. The distributions of
stop-like /0/ grouped according to specific segmental contexts are listed in Table 4.9.
This analysis also found that the /t/ release is frequently absent (55 out of 58 tokens), /d/
release is frequently absent (7 out of 9 tokens), and /k/ sometimes absent (12 out of 22
tokens), when preceding a stop-like /6/. This, along with similar observations from the
TIMIT and AEMT recordings, suggests that the articulators may have formed the stop-
like-/O/ closure before the release of the preceding stop consonant, thereby obliterating
the release burst of the preceding stop consonant. Thus, there seems to be articulatory
overlap when stop-like /0/ is produced in contexts where the preceding phoneme is a stop
consonant.
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Figure 4.9: Stop-like // occurrence in Buckeye, grouped by categories of
segmental context. These categories include /6/ preceded by a stop consonant(stop#), by a fricative or an affricate (fricative#), by a vowel (vowel#), by silence(silence#), and by a liquid consonant (liquid#).
The possible correlation between the voicing of the preceding consonant and the stop-like
modification of /6/ is also investigated. It is found that 6 out of 41 cases (15%) of /6/ are
stop-like when preceded by a voiceless fricative or affricate, while 10 out of 145 (7%) are
stop-like when preceded by a voiced one. As for stop consonants preceding /(/, 80 out of
227 cases (35%) of /6/ are stop-like when preceded by a voiceless stop, while 9 out of the
39 cases (23%) are stop-like when preceded by the voiced stop /d/. The correlation
coefficient between voicelessness and stop-like occurrence is -0.01 for contexts with
preceding stop consonants, indicating virtually no correlation. The correlation coefficient
is 0.25 between the voicelessness of the preceding fricative or affricate and stop-like
modification of /6/, indicating a weak positive relationship.
Total Number of Stop-like /6/
Context of /6/ /6/Tokens Tokens
/6/ preceded by a stop consonant 269 89 (33%)
t 152 58 (38%)
k# 75 22 (29%)
d# 39 9 (23%)
p# 3 0
/b/ preceded by a fricative or an
affricate 186 16 (9%)
v# 65 7(11%)




0# 3 1 (33%)
ch# 3 0j# 2 0
sh# 1 0
// preceded by a vowel 152 9 (6%)
o# 31 1 (3%)
# 29 2 (7%)
u# 26 1 (4%)
schwa# 20 3 (15%)
a# 16 1 (6%)
ao# 16 1 (6%)
A# 12 0
ai# 2 0
// preceded by silence 139 62 (45%)
/0/ preceded by a liquid 120 10(8%)
r# 60 7(12%)
W# 50 3 (6%)
Table 4.9: Stop-like /6/ tokens per context in Buckeye. For
total number of /6/ is listed with the number of stop-like cases.
each context, the
In addition, the correlation between the stop-like modification of /6/ and the preceding
consonant's place of articulation is examined. The data indicate that stop-like /6/ occurs
slightly more often when the preceding consonant is coronal than when it is not. Out of
the 291 tokens of /6/ preceded by a coronal obstruent, 71 (24%) are stop-like. On the
other hand, only 31 out of 164 tokens (19%) of /0/ are stop-like when preceded by a non-
coronal obstruent. The correlation coefficient between the stop-like modification of /6/
and the coronal place of articulation of the preceding obstruent is smaller than 0.01; this
suggests virtually no correlation between the two variables.
Summary
The results from the Buckeye Corpus data reveal the following:
e When preceded by silence, /6/ is sometimes (45%) stop-like.
" Stop-like /3/ sometimes occurs (33%) when it is preceded by stop consonants.
e The modification rarely occurs (less than 10%) when /6/ is preceded by fricatives,
affricates, vowels or liquids.
e There is virtually no correlation between voicing of the preceding stop consonant
and stop-like modification of /6/; a weak correlation is suggested for contexts with
a preceding fricative or affricate.
e There is virtually no correlation between the stop-like modification of /A/ and
whether the preceding consonant has a coronal place of articulation.
e The release burst of /t/, /d/, and /k/ are frequently absent when those consonants
precede a stop-like /6/. This suggests that the articulators may have formed a
stop-like-/6/ closure before the release of the preceding stop consonant.
Overall, the occurrence of stop-like // is much lower in the non-task-oriented
spontaneous speech of Buckeye than in the task-oriented spontaneous speech of AEMT
or read speech of TIMIT. The highest occurrences of the modification happen when //
is preceded by silence or a stop consonant; this is consistent with the results obtained
from the TIMIT and AEMT. However, there is virtually no difference in stop-like /6/
occurrence rates for contexts with preceding fricatives, affricates, vowels or liquids in the
Buckeye recordings analyzed in this study.
Discussion
Differences and Similarities of/I! Behavior among the Databases
Stop-like /6/ is found to occur, to varying degrees, in all types of contexts across the three
databases. This finding does not support the hypothesis that the high occurrence of the
stop-like /6/ is exclusive to segmental contexts where the consonant is preceded by a stop
consonant. Table 4.10 lists the occurrence rates for stop-like /6/ across the databases,
grouped according to segmental context. Data from all three databases indicate that stop-
like /6/ occurs most frequently when preceded by silence or when preceded by a stop-
consonant. The occurrence is much lower for contexts where the preceding consonant is
a fricative or an affricate. The lowest occurrence rates for stop-like /A/ are found for
contexts where the preceding phoneme is a vowel or liquid consonant.
The findings of this study do not support the hypothesis that stop-like /(/ would increase
in frequency with the casualness of the speech, occurring most often in non-task-oriented
speech in Buckeye and least often in read speech of TIMIT. Stop-like /8/ is found to
occur much more frequently in TIMIT and AEMT than in Buckeye.
TIMIT AEMT Buckeye
Silence # 6 77% stop-like 79% stop-like 45% stop-like
Stop consonant # 6 73% 88% 33%
Fricative/affricate # 6 28% 33% 9%
Liquid # 6 16% 16% 8%
Vowel # 6 11% 18% 7%
Table 4.10: Stop-like /6/ occurrence across segmental contexts for different
databases
The occurrence rates observed from the read speech in TIMIT and the task-oriented
spontaneous speech in AEMT are very similar. The biggest difference between the two
is for contexts where stop consonants precede /1/, with a 15% distinction. AEMT
speakers need to be deliberate and clear in their instructions in order for their counterparts
to efficiently and accurately navigate around the map. Thus, the speech in AEMT may
be closer to read speech than non-task-oriented spontaneous speech.
The occurrence rates are significantly lower for the Buckeye corpus in every segmental
context when compared to the other two databases; as much as a 55% difference for
sequences where stop-consonants precede /0/. Dialect differences may be one possible
explanation for the low stop-like 1// occurrence in the Buckeye Corpus. Speakers in the
Buckeye corpus are all Ohio residents, whereas speakers of the TIMIT and AEMT
utterances are from various regions in the country. Furthermore, the speech in Buckeye
is much more casual than the speech in TIMIT and AEMT. The high level of casualness
in speech may be another factor leading to the low stop-like /a/ occurrence in the
Buckeye Corpus.
A trend seen in all three databases is the higher occurrence of stop-like /(/ when the
phoneme is preceded by a voiceless obstruent than a voiced obstruent. Correlation
analyses suggest a weak relationship between the two. However, this does not rule out
the possibility of voicing as a contributor to the stop-like modification of /5/.
Contexts with a preceding /t/ often have the highest stop-like /1/ occurrence rates. In
addition, the absence of the /t/, /d/, and sometimes /k/ release when these consonants
precede a stop-like /d/ is observed in all three databases. This suggests that the
articulators may have formed the stop-like-/5/ closure before the release of the preceding
stop consonant, thereby obliterating the release burst of the preceding stop consonant.
Thus, there seems to be articulatory overlap when stop-like /0/ is produced in contexts
where the preceding phoneme is a stop consonant.
Implications of Data on Possible Causes of the Modification
The data suggest a number of possible factors that may contribute to the stop-like
modification of /0/. One factor may be the physiological mechanisms of speech
production, where stop-like /0/ is a result of the complex interplay of aerodynamic forces,
articulatory movements and biological properties of the vocal apparatus. This possibility
is supported by the finding that stop-like /0/ may occur in any type of segmental or
prosodic context. In addition, there are higher occurrence rates of the modification when
/6/ is preceded by an obstruent than by a vowel. This is not surprising since the transition
from an obstruent to /6/ requires articulators to move from one specific position to
another despite whatever aerodynamic and biological conditions are present; whereas the
transition from a vowel, with its relatively open vocal tract and no pressure build-up, to
/6/ is much less complicated.
The role of intra-oral pressure may be one possible contributor to the stop-like
modification of /6/. The presence of intra-oral pressure plays an important role in the
maintenance of a constriction, since it applies downward force on the tongue surface, as
well as force leading to some displacement of the vocal tract walls. Thus, a constriction
area may tend to increase with increased intra-oral pressure (Badin, 1989; Stevens, 1998).
In the absence of intra-oral pressure, the static area of the oral constriction may be zero or
negative (pushed up further up against the palate).
In sequences where an obstruent consonant precedes /3/, intra-oral pressure is built up
during the preceding obstruent's period of closure or constriction. When the preceding
consonant is released, the intra-oral pressure is also released (Stevens, 1998). Therefore,
the necessary intra-oral pressure for maintaining a // constriction needs to build up after
the preceding consonant's release. It is possible that the articulators transitioning from a
preceding obstruent's release to /6/ may reach the target position before sufficient intra-
oral pressure is built up, leading to a collapse of the constriction into a complete closure.
The role of intra-oral pressure may also contribute to the high occurrence of stop-like /6/
when the phoneme is preceded by silence, such as those in utterance-initial position.
Lower subglottal pressure is typical at the beginning of an utterance (Slifka, 2003). This
lower subglottal pressure would lead to lower intra-oral pressure as a constriction is made
in the oral cavity. Thus, it is possible that not enough intra-oral pressure is present for the
maintenance of an oral constriction. The investigation of the physiological aspects of
stop-like /6/ will be discussed in-depth in Chapter IX.
Physiological factors do not seem sufficient in explaining the notably lower occurrence of
stop-like /6/ in non-task-oriented spontaneous speech of Buckeye than in the read speech
of TIMIT and task-oriented spontaneous speech of AEMT. Speakers produced stop-like
/A/ more often in speech that is expected to be clearer and more deliberate than in speech
that is expected to be more casual. In addition to speaking style and manner, dialect
differences may also be an influencing factor for the stop-like modification of /6/.
Furthermore, an upward trend is observed in the prosodically-labeled AEMT recordings,
where the stop-like occurrence increases with higher positions on the prosodic hierarchy.
Within each database, a relatively high occurrence of stop-like /6/ is also observed when
the phoneme is preceded by silence, most often in utterance or phrase initial positions.
These findings suggest that the stop-like modification of /6/ may be a form of articulatory
strengthening, as characterized by greater palato-lingual contact. This possibility has
been suggested for Dholuo dentals /6 0/, where the consonants displayed more stop-like
characteristics in word-initial position than medial position (Degenshein, 2004). Thus, a
next step in studying the role of prosody in the stop-like modification of /a/ in American
English is to compare /8/ cases, with the same segmental context, across prosodic
domains.
The high rate of stop-like /Z/ occurrence when the phoneme is preceded by a stop
consonant is consistent with previous publications (Roach, 2000; Cao, 2002; Shockey,
2003). The strong connection between the stop-like modification and the presence of a
preceding stop consonant suggests that assimilation of manner may be a possible
explanation. This explanation seems consistent with the behavior of /1/, which has been
found to often take on the manner characteristics of the preceding consonant (Manuel,
1995; Manuel and Wyrick, 1999). However, this study finds that high occurrences of
stop-like /8/ are not exclusive to segmental contexts where the consonant is preceded by a
stop consonant. In fact, stop-like /0/ occurs, to varying degrees, in all types of segmental
contexts. Thus, it is more likely that the mechanisms that underlie the stop-like
modification of /0/ are physiological and/or prosodic in nature. Future directions in the
investigation of possible causes of the stop-like modification are discussed in Chapter IX.
Summary
This study has examined word-initial /0/ in the read speech of TIMIT, the task-oriented
spontaneous speech of AEMT, and the non-task-oriented spontaneous speech of
Buckeye. The word-initial /0/ is most often found in the function word "the" in all three
databases. The most common segmental contexts of /0/ include ones preceded by /t/ (e.g.
"at the", "about the"), /r/ (e.g. "for the"), /v/ (e.g. "of the"), and /z/ (e.g. "is the") in the
spontaneous speech of AEMT and Buckeye. The least common segmental contexts in
the two databases include ones preceded by /b/, /g/, /j/, /ch/, /sh/ and /zh/.
Through the acoustical analysis of /0/, it has been found that high occurrences of stop-
like /1/ is not exclusive to segmental contexts where the consonant is preceded by a stop
consonant. The data indicate that stop-like /3/ occurs most often when preceded by
silence (77% in TIMIT, 79% in AEMT, and 45% in Buckeye) or when preceded by a
stop consonant (73% in TIMIT, 88% in AEMT, and 33% in Buckeye). The occurrence is
less frequent (28% in TIMIT, 33% in AEMT, and 9% in Buckeye) when /0/ is preceded
by a fricative or an affricate. This modification rarely occurs (14% in TIMIT, 16% in
AEMT, and 7% in Buckeye) when /0/ is preceded by a vowel or liquid consonant.
A comparison of the three databases shows that speakers produced stop-like /a/ much
more often in the read speech (TIMIT) and task-oriented spontaneous speech (AEMT)
than in non-task-oriented spontaneous speech (Buckeye). This finding does not support
the hypothesis that stop-like /0/ frequency would increase with the level of casualness in
speech. Furthermore, stop-like /0/ occurrence is observed to increase with higher
positions on the prosodic hierarchy in the prosodically-labeled utterances of AEMT.
A trend that is consistently present in all three databases is a higher rate of stop-like /0/
occurrence when it is preceded by a voiceless stop than a voiced stop. The same trend is
seen when comparing /0/ preceded by a voiceless fricative to that preceded by a voiced
fricative. However, correlation analyses indicate a very weak correlation between the
voicing of the preceding obstruent and the stop-like modification of /0/.
These findings suggest that the stop-like modification may have a number of contributing
factors, including physiological mechanisms of speech production, prosody, dialect,
and/or other aspects of speaking style and manner. The investigation of some of these
possible contributors will be discussed in Chapter IX. The next chapter will present the
detailed acoustic analysis and comparisons of stop-like /0/ and /d/.
V. ACOUSTICS OF STOP-LIKE /d/
This section explores the following questions:
" Is there acoustic evidence suggesting that the dental place of articulation is
preserved for stop-like /1/?
" Are there salient acoustic cues that distinguish between stop-like /6/ and /d/?
Based on tube approximations and findings of previous studies, it is hypothesized that
stop-like /6/ will have acoustic evidence suggesting dental-place preservation despite
modification. Stop-like /8/ is expected to have higher burst peak frequency, lower burst
amplitude, flatter burst amplitude shape, and lower F2 at following vowel onset than /d/.
Thus, these acoustic cues should be salient in distinguishing stop-like /3/ from /d/.
Research Methodology
Acoustic and spectral-moment measures are taken from 100 word-initial stop-like /6/
tokens and 102 /d/ tokens. The tokens are obtained from TIMIT directories 2 (speakers
from northern region), 3 (speakers from north midland region), 7 (speakers from western
region) and 8 (speakers moved around the country). All cases are followed by an
unstressed vowel, [o] or [i], and extracted from utterances of 23 female and 59 male
speakers. Each speaker has at least one /6/ case and one /d/ case included in this analysis.
It is noted that the number of tokens for stop-like /6/ and /d/ differ by two; this difference
is not expected to affect the comparisons of means and variances between the two
consonants across the acoustic and spectral measures.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 list the segmental contexts of stop-like /8/ and /d/ tokens, respectively.
As the tables show, stop-like /Z/ tokens are most often preceded by silence, while /d/
cases are most often preceded by a vowel.
Context of /6/ Number of Cases
/6/ preceded by silence 54






/6/ preceded by a fricative





/6/ preceded by [a] or [i] 2
/6/ preceded by l# 2
Table 5.1: Segmental context of stop-like /6/ cases, arranged by
the number of cases. All /6/ cases are word-initial. The '#' sign
indicates that the phoneme precedes /6/ across word boundary.
The difficulty of finding /d/ in unstressed syllables has prompted the inclusion of cases
that are not word-initial. Cases of non-nasalized /d/, with preceding nasal consonants, are
also included. Overall, an attempt has been made to include a variety of segmental
contexts for stop-like /3/ and /d/ cases.
Context of /6/ Number of Cases
/d/ preceded by [a] or [i] 28
Across word boundary 19
In the same word 9









/d/ preceded by a









/d/ preceded by silence 5
Table 5.2: Segmental context of /d/ cases. Not all /d/ cases are
word-initial. The '-' sign indicates that the phoneme precedes /d/
within the same word. Whereas the '#' sign indicates that the
phoneme precedes /d/ across word boundary.
Acoustic measurements are done using MATLAB. Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs)
are calculated with a Hamming window of 6.5ms and a sampling rate of 16 kHz, starting
from the beginning of the burst to the end of the burst, with Ims shifts. An average burst
spectrum is taken from the DFTs calculated for each /8/ and /d/ token. Formant and other
vowel spectral measurements are made from first glottal period at following-vowel onset.
Acoustic Measures
The high-frequency spectrum peak location (Fhi) is measured in the consonant segment.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, this variable is measured by first dividing the averaged burst
spectrum into eight 1-kHz frequency bands. The burst peak is chosen as the frequency
with the highest amplitude in the band with the highest overall energy, above 2-kHz. The
approximate dividing point is chosen to be 2-kHz in order to exclude neck-tissue
resonance and back cavity resonances excited by vocal fold vibration, or back cavity
resonances excited by aspiration if voicing is absent; some low-frequency energies
contributed by the front-cavity noise source may also be present due to the coupling of
the front and back cavities (Stevens, 1998). Since both stop-like /0/ and /d/ are voiced,
the low-frequency regions of the spectrum are expected to be similar. However, Fhi is
expected to be higher for the dental place of articulation, which involves a shorter front
cavity, than for the alveolar place.
It is noted that the spectrum is calculated using a short-time window of 6.5ms; frequency
components within 300-500Hz of one another may not be easily distinguished. However,
the difference in the burst peak of a dental and an alveolar is expected to be on the order
of thousands of Hertz. The main front-cavity resonance of a dental obstruent is around 7
to 8 kHz, while that of an alveolar obstruent is around 4 to 5 kHz (Jongman, Wayland,
and Wong, 2000; Stevens, 1998). Thus, this measure should be an adequate
approximation of the burst peak frequency differences between the two consonants.
Furthermore, an additional measure of the mean frequency in the burst spectrum above 2-
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Figure 5.1: Burst spectrum peak frequency (Fhi). In the averaged spectrum, the
burst peak is chosen as the frequency with the highest amplitude in the band with
the highest overall energy, above 2-kHz. This is expected to be higher for the
dental, which has a shorter front cavity, than for the alveolar.
The second cue measured is the ratio of the peak amplitude above 2-kHz to that below 2-
kHz (Ahi-to-Ao), shown in Figure 5.2. Ahi is the amplitude measured at Fhi. A 0 is the
amplitude measured at the frequency with the highest amplitude in the band with the
highest overall energy below 2-kHz. Again, the approximate dividing point is chosen to
be 2-kHz, in order to separate low-frequency resonances of the back cavity and/or neck-
tissues from the high-frequency resonances of the front cavity. Since both stop-like /(/
and /d/ are voiced, the low-frequency regions of the spectrum are expected to be similar.
Thus, they serve as good reference points to normalize the high-frequency regions of the
1.
IT Ir r
spectrum. This variable is expected to be lower for dental consonants, which have lower
energies in high frequencies than alveolar consonants.
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Figure 5.2: Ratio of peak amplitude above 2 kHz to that below 2 kHz (Ah1-to-Ao),
taken in the averaged spectrum. The ratio is expected to be lower for the dental,
which has lower energies in high frequencies, than for the alveolar.
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the ratio of total amplitude above 2-kHz in the consonant to
that in the following vowel (C-to-V) is also measured. This variable is expected to be
smaller for dentals due to their lower amplitude in high frequencies than for an alveolar.
Again, the spectral region below 2-kHz is not considered in order to exclude low-
frequency energies.
The fourth cue is the second formant frequency (F2) at following vowel onset, illustrated
in Figure 5.4. This cue is expected to be lower for the dental, with its longer back cavity
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Figure 5.3: Ratio of total energy above 2 kHz in consonant to that in the vowel
(C-to-V). This ratio is expected to be lower for the dental, which has lower
energies in high frequencies, than for the alveolar.
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Figure 5.4: F2 at following vowel onset. This value is expected to be lower for
the dental, which has a more back tongue body and longer back cavity, than for
the alveolar.
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Table 5.3 lists the expected differences between a dental and an alveolar stop for the four
acoustic cues mentioned. It is noted that the differences are relative between dental and
alveolar obstruents. Quantitative thresholds are not used to differentiate the two
obstruents because there is high variability in speech among different individuals and
different environments.
Acoustic Cue Expected Difference Reason
Burst Spectrum Peak (Fhi) Higher for Dental cDetals hav va horter front
Peak amplitude above 2 kHz Dentals have a noise source
to that below 2 kHz (Ahi-to-Al0) Lower for Dental that is both weaker and in a
Total energy above 2 kHz in worse location for exciting the
the consonant to that in the Lower for Dental shorter front cavity than for
following vowel (C-to-V) alveolars
Dentals have a more backed
F2 at following vowel onset Lower for Dental tongue body and a longer
back cavity
Table 5.3: The expected acoustic differences between dental and alveolar
obstruents.
In addition to these acoustic cues, spectral moments are used to obtain measures of
energy distribution across frequencies above 2-kHz in the burst spectrum. Spectral
moments were first used by Forrest and colleagues (1988) to analyze voiceless obstruent
consonants. Since both stop-like // and /d/ are voiced, the spectral region below 2-kHz
is not considered in the calculation of spectral moments for reasons previously mentioned
in this chapter.
The formulas for the spectral moments are listed below (Forrest et al., 1988). The first
spectral moment is the mean frequency or center of gravity of the spectrum. It is used to
calculate the other spectral moments. The second spectral moment is the variance around
the mean frequency; this moment is used to calculate the standard deviation of the
spectrum. The third moment is the skewness of the spectrum. It is used with the second
spectral moment to calculate the dimensionless coefficient of skewness. Negative
skewness indicates that there is more data on the left side of the spectrum than what is
expected for a normal distribution. Positive skewness indicates that there is more data on
the right side of the spectrum than what is expected for a normal distribution. The fourth
moment is the kurtosis of the spectrum. It is used with the second moment to calculate
the dimensionless coefficient of kurtosis, a measure of the peakedness of the spectrum. A
factor of 3 is a correction to make the kurtosis of the normal distribution equal to zero.
et p(k) = amplitude(k)
amplitudettal
k = sample number; fk= frequency at kth sample; K= total number of samples
K
First Spectral Moment (LI): L,= fkp(k) Eq.1
k=1
K
Second Spectral Moment (L2): k= (fk -)2 p(k) Eq.2
k=1
K
Third Spectral Moment (L3): k = (fk -L 3p(k) Eq.3
k=1
Coefficient of Skewness = Eq.4
L2 (3/2)
K
Fourth Spectral Moment (L4): k4 = (fk -) 4 p(k) Eq.5
k=1
Coefficient of Kurtosis = r -3
L2 2 Eq.6
Figure 5.5 contains two spectra with different characteristics and consequently different
spectral moment values. Figure 5.5(a) is obtained from the release burst of a /d/ token;
Figure 5.5(b) is obtained from the voiced frication of a /z/ token. At regions above 2
kHz, Figure 5.5(a) has spectral peaks at around 3200Hz and 4400Hz, while Figure
5.5(b) has spectral peaks at around 4700Hz and 6500Hz. The general shape of the
spectrum in (a) is flatter and broader than that of the spectrum in (b). These differences
are reflected in spectrum (a) having a lower mean frequency above 2 kHz (4200Hz) and
larger standard deviation around the mean (1420Hz) than those of spectrum (b), where
the mean frequency is 5800Hz and the standard deviation is 1180Hz.
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Figure 5.5: Spectra with different spectral moment values. Spectrogram in (a) is
taken from a /d/ burst and the one in (b) is taken from /z/. Spectral moments are
calculated for regions above 2 kHz in each spectrum. The spectrum on the left(a)
is broader and flatter in shape than the spectrum on the right(b). In addition, (a)
has lower-frequency peaks and more energy on the left side of the spectrum than(b). These differences are reflected in (a) having lower mean frequency, larger
standard deviation, larger skewness, and smaller kurtosis than (b).
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Furthermore, the coefficient of skewness is 0.63 for spectrum (a), indicating more data in
the left-half of the spectrum than what is expected for a normal distribution, while it is
-0.74 for spectrum (b), indicating more data in the right half of the spectrum than what is
expected for a normal distribution. The coefficient of kurtosis, reflective of the
peakedness of the spectrum, is lower for spectrum (a) than for spectrum (b).
Table 5.4 lists the expected differences between the dental and alveolar stop in terms of
spectral moments. The mean frequency above 2 kHz is expected to be higher for the
dental than for an alveolar stop, due to the higher front cavity resonance for the dental
than for the alveolar. The standard deviation around the mean frequency above 2 kHz is
expected to be larger for a dental because of its flatter spectrum shape than that of an
alveolar. Both the coefficient of skewness and coefficient of kurtosis are expected to be
smaller for a dental, which has lower amplitude and flatter spectral shape in high
frequencies, than an alveolar. It is noted that the differences are relative between dental
and alveolar obstruents. Quantitative thresholds are not used to differentiate the two
obstruents because there is high variability in speech among different individuals and
different environments.
Spectral Measure Expected Difference Reason
Mean Frequency above 2kHz Higher for Dental Dentals hav alsorter front
Standard Deviation (around Dentals have a noise source
Mean Frequency) Larger for Dental that is both weaker and in a
worse location for exciting the
Coefficient of Skewness Smaller for Dental shorter front cavity than for
alveolars. These factors lead
Coefficient of Kurtosis Smaller for Dental to a lower amplitude and flatter
spectral shape for dentals.
Table 5.4: Expected differences in spectral moments for dental and alveolar
obstruents.
Results
Figure 5.6 shows the burst peak amplitude location (Fhi) for the 102 cases of /d/ ([d] in
figure) and 100 cases of stop-like /6/ ([dh] in figure). The median Fhi is 3770Hz for /d/
and 4330Hz for stop-like /6/. There is considerable overlap in the data distributions
between the two consonants. Fhi for /d/ ranges from 2870Hz at the 25 h percentile to
4380Hz at the 7 5th percentile. Fhi for stop-like /61/ ranges from 2740Hz at the 2 5th
percentile to 5720Hz at the 75* percentile. Despite the overlap, the differences between
the two sets of Fhi data are statistically significant, with a p-value smaller than 0.001. On
average, Fhi is higher for stop-like /6/ than for /d/. As listed in Table 5.1, this difference
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Figure 5.6: Burst spectrum peak (Fhi) for /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like
/6/ ([dh] in figure). Labeled in each box-plot, from top to bottom, are the
75th percentile, the median, and the 25th percentile, respectively.
Data on the ratio of the peak amplitude above 2 kHz and that below 2 kHz (Ahi-to-Ao) for
/d/ and stop-like /8/ are shown in Figure 5.7. The median Ahi-to-Ao is 1.9dB for /d/ and
0.02dB for stop-like 16/. There is overlap in the data distributions for the two consonants.
Ahi-to-Al. for /d/ ranges from -0.28dB at the 25 h percentile to 4.4dB at the 75 th percentile.
As for stop-like //, Ahi-to-Aio ranges from -2.2dB at the 25th percentile to 1.9dB at the
75t percentile. The differences between the two sets of data are statistically significant,
with a p-value much smaller than 0.001. On average, Ahi-to-Ai0 is smaller for stop-like
/1/ than for /d/. This difference is expected if the dental place were preserved for the
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Figure 5.7: Peak amplitude above 2kHz to that below (Ahi-to-Alo) in burst
spectrum of /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like /b/ ([dh] in figure) cases.
Figure 5.8 shows the total amplitude above 2kHz in the consonant to that in the
following vowel (C-to-V) for /d/ and stop-like /(I/. The median C-to-V is 4.1dB for /d/
and 2.9dB for stop-like /(/. The data for /d/ ranges from 0.3dB at the 25 th percentile to
6.9dB at the 75 ' percentile; that for stop-like /(/ ranges from -1.8dB at the 25 th percentile
to 7.1dB at the 7 5th percentile. As seen in the figure, the distribution for /d/ is more
compact and falls within the distribution range for stop-like /(/. The differences between
the two sets of data are borderline statistically significant, with a p-value of less than 0.1.
On average, C-to-V is higher for /d/ than for stop-like /6/. This difference is expected if
the dental place were preserved for the modified /0/ because dentals have weaker
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Figure 5.8: Total amplitude above 2kHz in consonant to that in the vowel
(C-to-V) in burst spectrum of /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like /6/ ([dh] in
figure) cases.
F2 data taken at following vowel onset for /d/ and stop-like /0/ are shown in Figure 5.9.
The median is 1830Hz for /d/ and 1600Hz for stop-like /6/. The distribution for /d/
ranges from 1600Hz at the 25* percentile to 2000Hz at the 75th percentile; that for stop-
like /0/ ranges from 1450Hz at the 25* percentile to 1850Hz at the 7 5 h percentile. There
is notable overlap between the two distributions. Nevertheless, F2 is on average higher
for /d/ than for stop-like /(/, with a statistically significant a p-value of less than 0.01.
This difference is expected if the dental place were preserved for the modified /a/ because
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Figure 5.9: F2 at following vowel onset for /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like







Figure 5.10 contains data on the mean frequency of the averaged burst spectrum above
2kHz, for /d/ and stop-like /0/ cases. The median is 4180Hz for /d/ and 4820Hz for stop-
like /6/. There is some overlap between the two distributions. The distribution for /d/
ranges from 3790Hz at the 25th percentile to 4470Hz at the 7 5th percentile; that for stop-
like /0/ ranges from 4540Hz at the 25th percentile to 5100Hz at the 75 th percentile. The
mean frequency is on average higher for stop-like // than for /d/; the difference is
statistically significant, with a p-value of much less than 0.001. This difference is
expected if the dental place were preserved for the modified /6/ because dentals are
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Figure 5.10: Mean frequency for /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like /6/ ([dh]
in figure).
Figure 5.11 shows the standard deviation around the mean frequency for /d/ and stop-like
/8/. The distribution for /d/ ranges from 1250Hz at the 25th percentile to 1490Hz at the
7 5th percentile; that for stop-like /3/ ranges from 1530Hz at the 25th percentile to 1800Hz
at the 75t' percentile. The median is 1340Hz for /d/ and 1640Hz for stop-like /a/.
Despite some overlap between the two distributions, the standard deviation is on average
larger for stop-like /0/ than for /d/. Also, the difference is statistically significant, with a
p-value of much less than 0.001. This difference is expected if the dental place were
preserved for the modified /1. Dental stop consonants are expected to have large
standard deviations around the mean frequency because they typically have flatter
spectral shapes than those of alveolar stop consonants.
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Figure 5.11: Standard deviation around mean frequency above 2kHz in
the averaged burst spectrum for /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like /6/ ([dh] in
figure).
The coefficient of skewness, calculated for /d/ and stop-like /6/, is graphed in Figure
5.12. The distribution is more compact for stop-like /(/, with values ranging from -0.16
at the 25h percentile to 0.32 at the 7 5 h percentile. As for /d/, the data distribution ranges
from 0.3 at the 25d percentile to 1.2 at the 75t percentile. The median value for /d/, at
0.7, is higher that that for stop-like /(/ at 0.1. On average, /d/ tokens have higher
coefficient of skewness than stop-like /8/ tokens. This indicates that /d/ tokens have more
energy in the left side of the spectrum (2kHz to 5kHz) than stop-like /M/ tokens. The
front-cavity resonance of alveolar obstruents in around 4-5kHz, whereas that of dental
obstruents is around 7-8kHz. Thus, this difference in skewness is expected if the dental
place were preserved for the modified /6/. Furthermore, the difference between the two
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Figure 5.12: Coefficient of Skewness for /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like
/b/ ([dh] in figure).
Figure 5.13 contains data on the coefficient of kurtosis, calculated for the two
consonants. The distribution for stop-like /d/ is much more compact than that for /d/. Its
coefficient of kurtosis ranges from -1.3 at the 2 5th percentile to -0.75 at the 7 5 t
percentile. On the other hand, the distribution is much larger for /d/, ranging from -0.55
at the 2 5th percentile to 1.4 at the 75th percentile. The median for /d/ is 0.19 while that for
the stop-like /b/ is -1.0. On average, the coefficient of kurtosis, which is a measure for
the peakedness of the spectrum, is smaller for stop-like /6/ than for /d/. This difference is
expected if the dental place were preserved for the modified /(/. Also, the difference
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Figure 5.13: Coefficient of Kurtosis for /d/ ([d] in figure) and stop-like /6/([dh] in figure).
Discussion
Table 5.5 is a summary of the acoustic and spectral moment analysis for the 102 /d/
tokens and 100 stop-like I// tokens. The data reveal statistically significant differences
between stop-like /0/ and /d/ in all of the acoustic and spectral-moment measures
analyzed.
The differences found between stop-like /8/ and /d/ cases are as expected if the dental
place were preserved for the modified /(/. On average, stop-like /I/ has higher Fhi and
higher mean frequency in the spectrum above 2kHz than /d/. This difference is expected
As expected if
Measure /d/ Stop-like /6/ P-Value stop-like /6/(102 cases) (100 cases) has dental
place?
Median = 1.9dB Median = 0.02dB
Ahrto-Ao Mean = 2.5dB Mean = 0.22dB P<<0.001 Yes
Stdv = 3.8dB Stdv = 3.3B
Median = 3770Hz Median = 4330Hz
FhI Mean = 3730Hz Mean = 4480Hz P<0.001 Yes
Stdv = 1060Hz Stdv = 1830Hz
F2 at vowel Median = 1830Hz Median = 1600HzMean =1800Hz Mean = 1670Hz P<0.01 Yes
onset Stdv = 300Hz Stdv = 330Hz
Median = 4.1dB Median = 2.9dB
C-to-V Mean = 3.9dB Mean = 2.5dB P<0.1 Yes
Stdv = 4.3dB Stdv = 6.2dB
Mean Median = 4180Hz Median = 4820HzMean =4200Hz Mean = 4860Hz P<<0.001 YesFrequency Stdv = 630Hz Stdv = 480Hz
Standard Median = 1340Hz Median = 1640Hz
. Mean = 1370Hz Mean = 1640Hz P<<0.001 YesDeviation Stdv = 200Hz Stdv = 170Hz
Coefficient of Median = 0.7 Median = 0.1Mean = 0.79 Mean = 0.08 P<<0.001 YesSkewness Stdv = 0.67 Stdv = 0.38
Coefficient of Median = 0.19 Median = -1.0
. Mean = 0.61 Mean = -0.91 P<<0.001 YesKurtosis Stdv = 1.6 Stdv = 0.49
Table 5.5: Acoustic and spectral moment data for /d/ and stop-like /b/.
if stop-like /(/ is produced with a dental place of articulation because dentals are
produced with a shorter front cavity than alveolars. When the shorter front cavity is
excited by a noise source, the concentration of burst amplitude should be located at a
higher frequency for the dental than for the alveolar.
Stop-like /0/ also has lower F2 at vowel onset than /d/. This difference is expected if the
dental place were preserved for the modified /0/, since the tongue body is typically lower
and more backed for the dental than for the alveolar. Furthermore, the back cavity is
slightly longer for the dental than for the alveolar. These factors contribute to lower F2, a
back-cavity resonant frequency, going into and out of the dental consonant than of the
alveolar.
Statistically significant differences are observed in the spectral amplitudes and shapes of
the two consonants. On average, stop-like /8/ has smaller Ahi-to-Aio, smaller C-to-V,
larger standard deviation around the mean frequency, smaller coefficient of kurtosis and
smaller coefficient of skewness than /d/. These differences are expected if stop-like /6/
has a dental place of articulation. Dental consonants have lower energies and flatter
spectral shape in high frequencies than alveolars.
All measures exhibit overlaps in the data distributions for /d/ and stop-like /6/. The cue
that exhibits the most overlap is C-to-V, the ratio of total amplitude above 2kHz in the
consonant to that in the following vowel; the distribution for /d/ falls within the
distribution for stop-like //. The differences in C-to-V between the two groups are
borderline statistically significant, with a p-value of less than 0.1; the highest p-value of
all the measures examined. A possible explanation of this smaller than expected
difference in C-to-V is that most of the /d/ tokens come from unstressed or reduced parts
of words such as "departure" and "distress". Therefore, such /d/ cases may have lower
overall amplitude than what is expected for unreduced cases. This factor may also
contribute to the overlaps in distributions observed for other measures; in particular those
affected by the consonant's noise-source strength, such as Ahi-to-Alo, standard deviation
around the mean frequency in the spectrum, coefficient of skewness and coefficient of
kurtosis.
The burst peak location (Fhi) is another cue where the distribution for /d/ falls within the
distribution for stop-like /0/. Individual differences in vocal tract characteristics,
especially the length, would likely contribute to the variation of Fhi. In addition, /0/ is
produced with a very short front cavity and weak noise source. Therefore, the
amplitude(s) of the front cavity resonance(s) would be small due to the weak excitation
and increased radiation losses at high frequencies (Stevens, 1989). The resulting
relatively-flat shape of the stop-like /0/ burst spectrum would be a factor contributing to
the wide distribution of Fhi for stop-like /0/.
Differences in vocal tract length and tongue shape among individuals may also contribute
to data variations for measures affected by vocal tract resonances; such measures include
F2 at following vowel onset and mean frequency in the burst spectrum in addition to Fhi.
The results of this analysis are consistent with those from previous studies, where dental
stops are found to have smaller burst amplitude, smaller coefficients of skewness and
coefficients of kurtosis than alveolar stops (Jongman, Blumstein, and Lahiri, 1985; Stoel-
Gammon et al, 1994; Sundara, 2005). However, this study finds higher mean frequency
above 2kHz in the burst spectrum for stop-like /d/ (median=4820Hz) than for /d/
(median=4180Hz); this finding seems to conflict with the lower mean frequency found
for the dental Canadian-French /d/ (medianz3200Hz for males; median~290OHz for
females, as shown in Sundara 2005, Figure 4) than for the alveolar Canadian-English /d/
(median=3800Hz for males; median~5000Hz for females, as shown in Sundara 2005,
Figure 4) and in Sundara's study.
While the mean frequency for the American-English /d/ is between the medians of the
male Canadian-English /d/ and female Canadian-English /d/, the mean frequency for
stop-like /5/ is around 1000Hz higher than that for the dental Canadian-French /d/. This
discrepancy may be explained by the exclusion of spectral regions below 2kHz in this
study, while Sundara uses the entire spectrum to obtain mean frequency. Dental stops are
expected to have low energies in high frequencies. Thus, the inclusion of the low-
frequency region, which contains energy due to voicing, aspiration if voicing is absent,
and/or front-and-back-cavity coupling, would most likely lower the mean frequency of
the spectrum. Therefore, mean frequencies must be obtained from the same regions of
the spectrum in order to directly compare results from different studies.
Summary
Acoustic measures are obtained for 100 stop-like cases of word-initial /6/ and for 102 /d/
cases from TIMIT. All cases are followed by an unstressed vowel, [o] or [i], and
extracted from utterances of 23 female and 59 male speakers. Each speaker has at least
one /6/ case and one /d/ case included in this study.
On average, stop-like /0/ is found to have higher Fhi and higher mean frequency in the
spectrum above 2kHz than /d/, both with statistical significance. The differences are
expected if the dental place were preserved for stop-like /(/; dentals have higher front
cavity resonances because they have a shorter front cavity length than that of alveolars.
In addition, stop-like /0/ is found to have lower F2 at vowel onset than /d/, with statistical
significance. This difference is also expected if the dental place were preserved for the
modified /8/; dentals have a lower and more backed tongue body F2, as well as a slightly
longer back cavity, than alveolars.
Statistically significant differences are also observed in the spectral amplitudes and
shapes of the two consonants. On average, stop-like /6/ has smaller Ah-to-Aio, smaller C-
to-V, larger standard deviation around the mean frequency, smaller coefficient of kurtosis
and smaller coefficient of skewness than /d/. These differences are expected if stop-like
/6/ has a dental place of articulation. Dental consonants have lower energies and flatter
spectral shape in high frequencies than alveolars.
Overall, the analysis results support the hypothesis that the dental place of articulation is
preserved for stop-like /(/. In addition, data for each acoustic and spectral measure
demonstrate statistically-significant differences between stop-like /(/ and /d/. All
measures seem salient in distinguishing those two consonants.
Consistent with previous research on other modifications of /(/, this study finds acoustic
evidence indicating that the dental place is preserved despite the change in the fricative
manner of production. The following chapter will explore the robustness of the acoustic
and spectral-moment measures in the automatic classification of stop-like /8/ and /d/.
VI. AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF STOP-LIKE /I/ AND /d/
This section explores the following questions:
" Are the acoustic and spectral-moment measures obtained from the consonant
burst and the following vowel robust in the automatic classification of stop-like
/6/, distinguishing it from /d/?
" What are the applications of this research for automatic speech recognition
systems?
It is hypothesized that the measures obtained from the consonant burst and the following
vowel will be robust in automatically distinguishing stop-like /6/ from /d/. In addition,
these salient measures can be used in feature-based automatic speech recognition systems
to effectively extract the features of /6/ despite modification.
Research Methodology
The second study of this thesis suggests that burst spectrum peak frequency (Fhi), ratio of
peak amplitude above 2kHz to that below 2kHz (Ahi-tO-Aio), ratio of consonant-to-vowel
energy above 2kHz (C-to-V), F2 at following vowel onset, mean frequency in burst
spectrum above 2kHz, standard deviation around that mean frequency, coefficient of
skewness, and coefficient of kurtosis are salient in distinguishing stop-like /6/ from /d/.
Therefore, all eight measures are used in this automatic classification experiment. It is
noted that these acoustic and spectral-moment measures are taken either in the averaged
burst spectrum or at the first glottal period of the following vowel for stop-like /6/ and
/d/.
Data for each measure is collected from the same 100 word-initial stop-like // tokens
and for 102 /d/ tokens analyzed in the previous study of this thesis. Again, these cases
come from TIMIT directories 2 (speakers from northern region), 3 (speakers from north
midland region), 7 (speakers from western region) and 8 (speakers moved around the
country). All cases are followed by an unstressed vowel, [a] or [i], and extracted from
utterances of 23 female and 59 male speakers. Each speaker has at least one / token
and one /d/ token included in this experiment. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list the segmental
contexts of stop-like /6/ and /d/ tokens, respectively. As the tables show, stop-like /6/
tokens are most often preceded by silence, while /d/ cases are most often preceded by a
vowel.
Context of /b/ Number of Cases
/6/ preceded by silence 54






/6/ preceded by a fricative





/6/ preceded by [a] or [i] 2
/6/ preceded by l# 2
Table 6.1: Segmental context of stop-like /6/ cases, arranged by
the number of cases. All /6/ cases are word-initial. The '#' sign
indicates that the phoneme precedes /6/ across word boundary.
The difficulty of finding /d/ in unstressed syllables has prompted the inclusion of cases
that are not word-initial. Cases of non-nasalized /d/, with preceding nasal consonants, are
also included. Overall, an attempt has been made to include a variety of segmental
contexts for stop-like /(/ and /d/ cases.
Context of /b/ Number of Cases
/d/ preceded by [a] or [i] 28
Across word boundary 19
In the same word 9









/d/ preceded by a









/d/ preceded by silence 5
Table 6.2: Segmental context of /d/ cases. Not all /d/ cases are
word-initial. The '-' sign indicates that the phoneme precedes /d/
within the same word. Whereas the '#' sign indicates that the
phoneme precedes /d/ across word boundary.
Leave-one-out classification, where one token serves as the unknown test and the rest as
training data, is repeated for all /d/ and stop-like /0/ tokens. Two different algorithms are
used to automatically distinguish stop-like /6/ from /d/. The first algorithm decorrelates
the eight acoustic cues and spectral moments using principal component analysis (PCA).
PCA decorrelates the variables of a data set by projecting the data on the eigen vectors of
its own covariance matrix (Jolliffe, 1986; also see Appendix F for review of PCA). PCA
also chooses a new coordinate system for the dataset such that the greatest variance by
any projection of the dataset comes to lie on the first axis, called the first principal
component, the second greatest variance on the second axis, and so on. This
transformation is performed on the collected data across all measures, for all tokens of /d/
and stop-like /0/. The assignment of unknown tokens is based on the Euclidean distance
of each unknown test case to the centroids of the de-correlated stop-like /6/ and /d/
training data (see Appendix I for MATLAB source code used in this automatic
classification experiment).
The second classification scheme uses linear discriminant analysis, which involves a
linear combination of features that best separate the two classes of objects, to determine
the category of the unknown token (see Appendix G for review of Linear Discriminant
Analysis). This transformation is done using MATLAB's classify function and
selecting the linear discriminant analysis option (see Appendix I for Matlab source code
used in this automatic classification experiment).
While both algorithms decorrelate the variables of the data, a major difference between
the two is that LDA maximizes between-class variability and minimizes with-in class
variability, while PCA does not. However, an advantage of PCA over LDA is that it can
be used to reveal relationships among the variables of a data set.
Results
Component Analysis
Using PCA, eight principal components are obtained from the eight acoustic cues and
spectral moment measures. As shown in Table 6.3, the first principal component (PC1)
accounts for 42.9% of the variance in the data; the second principal component (PC2)
accounts for 23.5%; the third component (PC3) for 13% of the variance; and the fourth
component (PC4) accounts for 9.5% of the variance. All other principal components
account for a total of 11.1% of the variance in the data.
The factor loadings for each component are also shown in the table. The factor loadings
indicate the amount of contribution from each acoustic cue or spectral moment to each
principal component. Higher loadings indicate greater contribution to the principal
component. Highly correlated measures will typically have high factor loads in the same
principal components.
The factor loading indicates that the largest contributors to PCi are the four spectral
moment measures and Fhi. It is not surprising that these measures are correlated. Each
successive spectral moment is based on the first moment, the mean frequency of the
spectrum. Both the mean frequency above 2kHz and Fhi in the burst spectrum are
reflective of the front cavity resonance. Thus, PCi seems to be governed by the front
cavity resonance and any correlated measures in the burst spectrum.
PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8(42.9%) (23.5%) (13%) (9.5%) (5.7%) (3.2%) (1.8%) (0.4%)
Frequency of
Burst Spectrum 0.33 0.43 0.18 0.04 0.65 0.4 0.31 0.03Peak (Ehi)
F2 at Following
Vowel Onset 0.02 0.1.8 0.89 0.37 0. 18 0.1 0.002 0.03
Ratio of Ahi-to-Ao
in Burst 0.006 0.56 0.25 0.54 0.48 0.31 0.04 0.08
Spectrum
Ratio of C
(consonant) to V 0.03 0.49 0.31 0.69 0.41 0.02 0.11 0.006(following vowel)
above 2kHz
Mean Frequency








Skewnessabove 0.51 0.06 0.01 0.1 0.006 0.44 0.12 0.71
2kHz
Coefficient of
spectr above 0.46 0.23 0.08 0.09 0.36 0.07 0.73 0.22
2kHz
Table 6.3: Factor analysis using PCA. The high factor loads for each principal component (PC)
is bolded.
Ahi-tO-Alo, Ahi-to-Vhi, and Fhi have the three highest factor loads for PC2. Those three
measures are the acoustic cues taken from the burst spectrum. Standard deviation around
mean frequency has the fourth highest factor load for PC2. Although this is a spectral
moment, it is reflective of the flatness of the burst spectrum. Overall, PC2 is dominated
by the acoustic cues taken from the burst spectrum.
PC3 is dominated by F2 at vowel onset, with a high factor loading of 0.89. It seems that
this component is mostly influenced by F2, a back cavity resonance. Ahi-to-Aio and Ahi-
to-Vhi have the highest factor loadings for PC4. Thus PC4 seems mostly influenced by
amplitude measures of the burst spectrum.
PC5 is similar to PC2 in that Ahi-to-Aio, Ahi-tO-Vhi, and Fhi have the three highest factor
loads. The coefficient of kurtosis has the fourth highest factor load for PC5.
Nevertheless, PC5 seems to be dominated by the acoustic cues taken from the burst
spectrum. Table 6.4 contains a generalized list of dominant contributors to each
principle component.
Principal Component Dominant Contributor(s)
PC1 (42.9%) Front cavity resonance and correlated measures in the burst spectrum
PC2 (23.5%) Acoustic cues from burst spectrum
PC3 (13%) Back cavity resonance
PC4 (9.5%) Amplitude measures from burst spectrum
PC5 (5.7%) Acoustic cues from burst spectrum
PC6 (3.2%) Non-generalizable list of acoustic and spectral measures(Standard deviation, skewness, Fh, Ahi-to-Ao, and mean frequency)
PC7 (1.8%) Non-generalizable list of acoustic and spectral measures(Kurtosis, mean frequency, standard deviation, and Fhi)
PC8 (0.4%) Non-generalizable list of acoustic and spectral measures(Mean frequency and Skewness)
Table 6.4: Dominant contributors to each principal component
PC6, PC7, and PC8 account for less than 6% of the variance in the data. The factor
loading data suggest non-generalizable contributors to each of those principal
components. PC6 is dominated by the standard deviation around the mean, followed by
skewness, Fh, Ahi-to-Aio, and mean frequency, respectively. PC7 is mainly influenced by
kurtosis, followed by mean frequency, standard deviation, and Fh. PC8 is dominated by
mean frequency and skewness from the factor loading data.
Automatic Classification using PCA and LDA
Table 6.5 lists the results of the automatic classification experiments. Leave-one-out
classification using the PCA-transformed data yields 83% accuracy in classifying the 100
stop-like /a/ cases and 86% accuracy in classifying the 102 /d/ cases. The classification is
based on the Euclidean distance of the unknown token from the centroids of the stop-like
/A/ and /d/ data. The feature space consists of the eight principal components obtained
from all eight acoustic and spectral measures listed in Table 6.3.
Stop-like /8/ (100 tokens) /d/ (102 tokens)
PCA 83% accurately classified 86% accurately classified
LDA 88% accurately classified 80% accurately classified
Table 6.5: Results of automatic classification of stop-like /6/ and /d/. Leave-one-out classification
is performed on PCA-transformed data, using a Euclidean distance metric. Leave-one-out
classification is also performed using LDA.
Leave-one-out classification using LDA yields 88% accuracy in classifying the 100 stop-
like /6/ cases and 80% accuracy in classifying the 102 /d/ cases. The feature space is
obtained from all eight acoustic and spectral measures.
The results indicate that LDA performs slightly better in classifying stop-like /0/ cases
(88% accuracy) than PCA (83% accuracy). However, PCA is slighter better in
classifying /d/ cases (86% accuracy) than LDA (80% accuracy). Surprisingly, LDA,
which maximizes between-group separation and minimizes within-group variation, does
not demonstrate a clear advantage over PCA. Misclassified cases from each
classification scheme are analyzed for further insights as to the causes of the performance
errors and differences.
Misclassified Cases
Table 6.6 lists the misclassified /d/ cases and whether their data fall within one standard
deviation from the means of each acoustic cue and spectral moment measured (see
Appendix H for actual values of each misclassified case). Most of the /d/ cases (fourteen
out of twenty-one) are misclassified by both classification algorithms; six cases are
misclassified by LDA only; one case is misclassified by PCA only.
Out of the fourteen cases that are misclassified by both algorithms, only two (#1 and #10)
have fewer than three measures where data values fall outside of plus/minus one
standard-deviation (±la) from their respective means. Of the cases that are misclassified
by LDA only, five out six (#4, #8, #11, #12, and #18) have fewer than three measures
where data values fall outside of ±la from their respective means. The case (#17) that is
misclassified solely by PCA has two measures with values outside of ±10. These
observations indicate that LDA misclassifies /d/ more often than PCA, even when tokens
have values within ±la for most measures.
Case # Misclassified by: Within one standard deviation from the mean?
FhI AhI:A 2  C:V F2 Cog Stdv Skew Kurt
1 PCAandLDA Y Y Y N- N+ Y Y Y
2 PCAand LDA N- Y Y Y Y N+ N- N-
3 PCA and LDA N+ N- N+ Y N+ N+ N- N-
4 LDA Y Y Y Y Y N+ Y Y
5 PCA and LDA N- N- Y Y N+ N+ N- N-
6 PCAandLDA N+ N+ N+ Y N+ Y N- Y
7 PCA and LDA N- Y Y N+ Y N+ N- N-
8 LDA Y Y Y Y Y N+ Y Y
9 PCA and LDA N+ Y Y Y Y N+ Y N-
10 PCA and LDA Y Y Y Y Y N+ Y Y
11 LDA N+ Y Y Y Y Y N- Y
12 LDA Y Y Y Y Y N+ Y Y
13 PCAandLDA N- Y Y N- Y N+ Y Y
14 PCA and LDA N+ N- Y Y Y N+ Y Y
15 PCAand LDA N- Y N- Y Y N+ Y Y
16 PCA and LDA Y N- Y N+ N+ N+ N- N-
17 PCA N+ Y Y Y Y Y N- Y
18 LDA Y Y N- Y Y Y Y Y
19 PCAand LDA N- N- N+ N- Y Y Y Y
20 PCAandLDA N- Y Y N- Y N+ Y Y
21 LDA N+ N+ Y Y N- Y N- Y
Table 6.6: Misclassified /d/ cases. 'Y' indicates that the value is within one standard deviation; 'N'
indicates that the value is outside of one standard deviation from the mean. '-' indicates that the
value is one standard deviation below the mean; '+' indicates that it is one standard deviation
above the mean
The table also indicates that five misclassified Id/ cases, #4, #8, #10 #12, and #18, have
only one measure where data values fall outside of ±1a. Four of them, cases #4, #8, #10,
and #12, have very high values for the standard deviation around the mean frequency in
the burst spectrum ('Stdv' in Table 6.6). This indicates that the shapes of their burst
spectra are much broader and closer to what is expected for stop-like /6/ than for /d/.
Case #18 has a particularly low C-to-V ratio, making it closer to what is expected for /6/
than for /d/.
Cases #3 and #16 are the only two cases having four or more measures where data values
fall outside of ±1a from their respective means. In addition, those values are all closer to
those expected for a stop-like /M/ than a /d/. Although the two cases (from "does" and
"did") do not sound like stop-like /6/ to the author when played in context, both are found
to sound extremely reduced. Reduction can lead to low energies as well as a broad and
flat spectral shape for the /d/-burst spectrum.
Table 6.7 lists the misclassified /0/ cases and whether their data fall within one standard
deviation from the means of each acoustic cue and each spectral moment (see Appendix
H for actual values of each misclassified case). Similar to the misclassified /d/ cases,
most of the /6/ cases (eleven out of eighteen) are misclassified by both PCA and LDA;
six cases are misclassified by PCA only; one case is misclassified by LDA only.
Out of the eleven cases that are misclassified by both algorithms, only five (#8, #10, #12,
#13, and #18) have fewer than three measures where data values fall outside of ±la from
their respective means. Of the cases that are misclassified by PCA only, two out of six
(#9 and #15) have fewer than three measures where data values fall outside of ±la from
the mean. The case (#1) that is misclassified solely by LDA has two measures with
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values outside of ± la from the mean. These observations indicate that PCA misclassifies
stop-like /6/ more often than PCA.
Case # Misclassified by: Within one standard deviation from the mean?
FhI AhIAO C:V F2 Cog Stdv Skew Kurt
1 LDA N- Y Y N+ Y Y Y Y
2 PCA N+ Y N+ Y N+ Y N- N+
3 PCA Y N+ Y Y N+ N- Y Y
4 PCA N- Y Y N- N- N+ Y N-
5 PCA and LDA Y Y Y N+ N- N+ Y
6 PCA and LDA Y Y Y N- N- N- N+ Y
7 PCA and LDA Y Y Y Y N- N- N+ N+
8 PCAand LDA Y Y N+ Y Y Y N+ Y
9 PCA Y N+ Y Y Y Y Y Y
10 PCA and LDA Y N+ Y Y Y Y Y Y
11 PCAand LDA N+ Y N- Y N- N- N+ N+
12 PCA and LDA Y Y Y N+ Y Y Y Y
13 PCA and LDA Y N+ Y Y Y Y Y Y
14 PCA and LDA Y N+ N+ N+ N- N- N+ N+
15 PCA Y Y Y N+ Y Y Y Y
16 PCAandLDA Y N+ N+ N+ N+ N- N- N+
17 PCA Y Y N+ Y Y N- N- N+
18 PCAand LDA Y Y Y Y N- Y N+ Y
Table 6.7: Misclassified stop-like /6/ cases. 'Y' indicates that the value is within one standard
deviation; 'N' indicates that the value is outside of one standard deviation from the mean. '-'
indicates that the value is one standard deviation below the mean; '+' indicates that it is one
standard deviation above the mean
All but four of the misclassified /6/ cases have at least two measures where data values
fall outside of ±la from the mean. Cases #9 and #10 have very high Ahi-to-Aio values,
while all of their other measures are within one standard deviation from the mean. This
indicates that their burst spectra have much higher energies in frequencies above 2kHz
than below 2kHz, a characteristic that is expected for alveolar obstruents than for dental
obstruents. Cases #12 and #15 have very high F2 at following vowel onset values, while
all of their other measures are within one standard deviation from the mean. It is most
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likely that their high F2 values have brought them closer to what is expected for /d/ than
for /0/, thereby causing the classification error.
Cases #14 and #16 are the only two cases having four or more measures where data
values fall outside of ±la from the mean; in addition, the values are all closer to those
expected for /d/. The two cases do not sound out of the ordinary to the author when
played in context. However, both are preceded by /t/ in the phrase "at the". It may be
possible that /0/ is produced with an alveolar place of articulation in the two cases.
However, these two cases seem to be in the minority of the twenty-five stop-like /a/ cases
with preceding /t/ or /d/; the rest do not exhibit overwhelming evidence for alveolar place
of articulation.
Overall, Tables 6.6 and 6.7 indicate that misclassification may occur for tokens with
values outside of at least one standard deviation from the mean, for one or more
measures. However, having one or more measures with values outside of one standard
deviation from the mean does not automatically lead to the misclassification of a
particular token. It seems that misclassification occurs when one or more outlying data
values pull the token closer to the expected values of the wrong consonant class.
However, misclassification may also be influenced by other factors such as the weight of
each measure, token-specific data values, and data transformation method(s) for
decorrelation and feature-space manipulation.
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Discussion
This experiment has found that Fhi, Ahi-to-Al, C-to-V, F2 at following vowel onset, mean
frequency in burst spectrum above 2kHz, standard deviation around that mean frequency,
coefficient of skewness, and coefficient of kurtosis, can be used to automatically classify
stop-like /(/ and /d/ cases in the same following-vowel onset, to achieve 80+%
accuracies.
Of the two different algorithms used in this experiment, leave-one-out classification using
the PCA has performed roughly as well as that using LDA. LDA performs only slightly
better in classifying stop-like /A/ cases (88% accuracy) than PCA (83% accuracy). PCA
is actually slighter better in classifying /d/ cases (86% accuracy) than LDA (80%
accuracy). It seems that maximizing between-class variability and minimizing with-in
class variability do not lead to huge improvements in classification accuracies.
There may be several factors contributing to the classification errors of stop-like /d/ and
/d/. Both PCA and LDA employ linear transformations of the dataset; non-linear
relationships among the acoustic and spectral measures may not be captured. More
sophisticated classification algorithms, such as ones that capture both linear and non-
linear relationships, may achieve better results. In addition, the size of the training data
may be a possible constraint on the performance of the classification tests. The number
of cases may not be large enough to effectively model the consonants; if that were the
case, then the sample size per consonant needs to be increased. Furthermore, the eight
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measures employed in this automatic classification experiment may not provide all the
necessary information to distinguish stop-like /0/ from /d/.
It might be fruitful to administer perception tests to find out how well human listeners
can distinguish between stop-like /0/ and /d/ cases. This would provide a basis of
comparison for machine classification of stop-like /8/ and /d/. If humans are very
accurate (i.e. at least 90% accurate) in distinguishing stop-like /6/ from /d/ in consonant-
vowel sequences, then it is possible that the acoustic cues in the consonant and following
vowel segment provide much of the information for accurate classification. However, if
humans perform poorly for such cases, but not when more contextual information is
provided (i.e. embedded in an utterance), then acoustic cues obtained only from the
consonant and following vowel segments may not be enough for accurate classification;
additional contextual information may be needed for accurate classification of stop-like
/A/.
Nevertheless, the eight measures from the consonant segment and its following vowel
(Fhi, Ahi-to-Alo, C-to-V, F2 at following vowel onset, and the first four spectral moments
of the burst spectrum in regions above 2kHz) used in this study seem to be robust in
automatically classifying stop-like /(/, distinguishing it from /d/. Thus, these measures
can be used by automatic speech recognizers to distinguish /0/ from /d/ despite a change
in manner of production. This may be particularly useful for feature-based speech
recognizers, where these measures can be used to extract the features of /0/ despite
modification.
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In addition to the saliency of these measures, this experiment also reveals important
relationships among the acoustic cues and spectral moments through the analysis of
principal components and factor loadings. It is found that factors influencing the first
five principal components (which account for roughly 95% of the variance in the data)
can be generalized into various classes of acoustic and spectral measures. For example,
the first principal component is dominated by the front cavity resonance and correlated
measures in the burst spectrum. The second and fifth principal components are
dominated by acoustic cues from the burst spectrum. The back cavity resonance is the
major contributor to the third principal component. The fourth component is mostly
influenced by amplitude measures from the burst spectrum.
These relationships can be used for speech recognizers to group acoustic and spectral-
moment measures into larger classes. These classes may also be ranked according to
their relative contributions to the variance in the data. Doing so would provide another
level of sophistication to the speech recognition system. For example, suppose a system
determines the place of articulation for a consonant by using sixteen measures from the
consonant segment and two measures from the following vowel segment. If conflicting
values are obtained from the consonant segment, information from the following vowel
would not make a large impact when each measure is considered separately; this is
because there are many more measures taken from the consonant than from the vowel.
However, if the measures are grouped into two separate classes, one from the consonant
and the other from the following vowel, then the information obtained from the vowel
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may play a much bigger role in resolving the conflicts in the consonant-class measures.
This concept may be particularly useful for the acoustic modeling stage of speech
recognition systems.
Summary
Automatic classification is performed on 100 stop-like /6/ cases and 102 /d/ cases with
similar following-vowel context. These cases are obtained from utterances of 23 female
and 59 male speakers in the TIMIT database. Each speaker has at least one /0/ case and
one /d/ case included in this experiment.
Two different classification algorithms are employed. The first algorithm involves leave-
one-out classification using the PCA-transformed data. The feature space consists of the
eight principal components obtained from the salient measures analyzed in the second
experiment of the thesis; they are Fhi, Ahi-to-Aio, C-to-V, F2 at following vowel onset,
mean frequency in burst spectrum above 2kHz, standard deviation around that mean
frequency, coefficient of skewness, and coefficient of kurtosis. The classification
decision is based on the Euclidean distance of the unknown token from the centroids of
stop-like /6/ and /d/ data. This algorithm has yielded 83% accuracy in classifying the 100
stop-like /6/ cases and 86% accuracy in classifying the 102 /d/ cases.
The second algorithm involves leave-one-out classification using LDA; this method has
yielded 88% accuracy in classifying the 100 stop-like /6/ cases and 80% accuracy in
classifying the 102 /d/ cases. The feature space is also obtained from Fhi, Ahi-to-Aio, C-
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to-V, F2 at following vowel onset, mean frequency in burst spectrum above 2kHz,
standard deviation around that mean frequency, coefficient of skewness, and coefficient
of kurtosis.
The 80+% classification accuracies obtained in this experiment suggest that the eight
acoustic and spectral moment measures obtained from the consonant segment and the
following vowel are robust in automatically classifying stop-like /5/ and /d/. Therefore,
these measures can be used by automatic speech recognizers to correctly identify stop-
like /5/ despite the change in manner of production.
In addition, this experiment has revealed important relationships among the acoustic cues
and spectral moments through the analysis of principal components and factor loadings.
It is found that factors influencing the first five principal components (which account for
roughly 95% of the variance in the data) can be generalized into various classes of
acoustic and spectral measures. These relationships can be used by speech recognizers to
group acoustic and spectral measures into larger classes. These classes may be ranked
according to their relative contributions to the variance in the data. Doing so would allow
information from one or more classes to resolve conflicts or lack of information in
another class(es), regardless of the number of measures in each class.
The next chapter will further discuss the application of these thesis findings in automatic
speech recognition.
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VII. APPLICATIONS IN AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION
This thesis research has uncovered information on the context and acoustics of stop-like
/0/, a common variation of a frequently-occurring sound in spoken English. It has been
revealed that stop-like /d/ occurs more often in some contexts, such as ones with
preceding silence or a preceding stop consonant, than in others. Acoustic evidence has
indicated that despite the change in production manner, the dental place of articulation is
preserved for /3/. In addition, acoustic measures taken from the consonant burst
spectrum and the onset of its following vowel seem robust in the automatic classification
of stop-like /3/ and /d/. Where does all this information fit in terms of applications in
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems? This chapter will first give an overview of
the statistical speech recognition approach used in most commercial ASR systems. Next,
the areas where the results of this thesis research may be applied will be highlighted.
Applications of the thesis results in feature-based ASR systems will also be discussed.
Statistical ASR Systems
Most commercial ASR systems employ methods of statistical pattern matching to
recognize speech (Young, 1996; Young, 2001; Glass and Zue, 2005). The basics of the
statistical approach were pioneered in the 1970s by Jelinek and colleagues at IBM.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the basic steps in statistical speech recognition. The general
method involves the conversion of the unknown speech signal into a sequence of acoustic
vectors, A = a1, a2, a3 , ... , aT. Each vector contains representations of the speech signal
covering a certain period of time, typically lOms. From there, the ASR system
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determines the most probable word sequence W, given the acoustic signal representation
A. Using Bayes' Rule, that probability can be broken down into:
Eq. 7W = arg maxw P(W1A) = arg maxw P(W)P(A I W)
P(A)
Thus, the word sequence that maximizes the product of P(W) and P(AIW) needs to be
found in order to estimate the most likely word sequence W. It is noted that 'arg max'
stands for the value of the given argument that maximizes the value of the expression.
Speech Signal E-> Acoustic Vector Extraction
Pronunciation Dictionary
Language Model H
Figure 7.1: Basic steps in statistical speech recognition. The speech signal is
represented by the vector sequence A, after acoustic vector extraction. The postulated
word sequence W, from the language model, gets converted into basic speech units by
the pronunciation dictionary. The probability of generating A given W, P(AIW), is
calculated using the acoustic model. The language model computes P(W), the
probability of observing W independent of the acoustic signal. The most likely word
sequence is the one that maximizes P(W)P(AIW).
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The term P(W) is the a priori probability of observing the word sequence W,
independent of the observed acoustic signal. This probability is determined by the
language model, which is trained on data appropriate for the intended task of the ASR
system. For example, if the ASR system is intended to recognize weather inquiries, then
the language model will be trained on a corpus of such types of inquires. Based on the
training data, the language model provides word predictions depending on the preceding
words, in order to find the most likely word sequence.
The term, P(AIW), is the probability of observing the acoustic sequence A, given the
word sequence W. This probability is determined by the acoustic model, which is also
trained on task-appropriate speech data.
As an example of the process, suppose a word sequence W = "The seat" is postulated.
The probability of that sequence, P(W), is computed by the language model. Then, a
pronunciation dictionary is used to convert the words into a series of basic speech units;
the most often used units are phones. A statistical model, most often a Hidden-Markov
Model (HMM), is associated with each different phone. The probability of the particular
sequence of HMMs needed to generate the observed acoustic sequence A, given the
postulated word sequence W, is P(AIW). This process can be repeated for all possible
word sequences. The recognizer output is the most probable sequence.
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Applications in Statistical ASR Systems
The results of this thesis research can be applied in two main areas of statistical ASR
systems. The first area is in the extraction of acoustic vectors from the speech waveform.
This research indicates that salient information, such as the spectral peak, spectral shape,
and formant data, exists in the release burst of stop-like /6/ and in the first glottal period
of the following vowel; these measures distinguish stop-like /6/ from /d/. Therefore,
acoustic information can be used to resolve conflicts in utterances such as "the seat is
dirty" and "deceit is dirty", when the language model estimates roughly equal probability
for both. ASR systems that employ spectral representations of the acoustic signal can
make sure that these measures are extracted from the speech signal in order to better
capture the acoustic differences that differentiate between stop-like /6/ and /d/.
The second application is in the area of acoustic modeling. The acoustic models (i.e.
HMMs) need to have accurate representations of basic-acoustic-unit (i.e. phone)
distribution in all types of contexts. These representations are obtained from the training
data. Thus, sparse data most likely leads to poor representations. Furthermore, it is
virtually impossible to cover all possible contexts through training alone. Since the
system is probabilistic, poor representations will increase the error rate of the speech
recognizer.
The frequency of stop-like /(/ in various segmental contexts, as found in this study, is
useful in that it provides distributions of stop-like /0/ and non-stop-like /6/ in a variety of
contexts. This can be used in acoustic modeling to defend against a possibly sparse
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training set. For example, prior to training, the acoustic model may be initialized with
high distributions of stop-like /8/ in contexts where it is preceded by silence or by a stop
consonant. On the other hand, that distribution may initially be low when the preceding
phone is a vowel or sonorant consonant. These distributions may be modified as
information is gathered from the training data; otherwise, they can serve as a fall-back
option when the training data is sparse.
These initial distributions may also be modified depending on the type of speech that will
be used with the recognizer. If it is read-speech or instruction-oriented speech produced
by standard American-English speakers, then the distributions of stop-like /3/ may be set
higher in all contexts than if the recognizer is to be used for non-task-oriented
spontaneous speech of central Ohio residents.
The results of this thesis research can further benefit feature-based ASR systems, whether
they are statistically based or not. The next section will explore the applications in such
systems in detail.
Feature-Based ASR Systems
Most feature-based systems represent phonetic segments with bundles of features (Hou,
Rabiner, Dusan, 2006; Launay et al, 2002; Niyogi, 2004; Stevens, 2002; Tang, Seneff,
Zue, 2003). These features are the basic units of acoustic modeling and may be grouped
into natural classes, such as place of articulation features and manner of production
features. For example, manner of production features may consist of vowel, fricative,
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affricate, nasal, stop, and sonorant. Place of articulation features may consist of labial,
dental, alveolar, retroflex, palatal, and velar.
Past observations have indicated that the fricative manner of production for /(/ is highly
variable in English. For example, /6/ may become nasalized when preceded by /n/, more
sonorant and lateralized when preceded by /1/, and stop-like when preceded by /t/.
However, the results of this thesis research, along with past research on modified cases of
/6/, indicate that the dental place of articulation seems almost always preserved despite
modification in manner of production. These findings suggest that the surface signal is
more reliable in providing information on the underlying place of articulation features of
/6/ than on the underlying manner of production features. Thus, the place features and
manner features need to be considered separately in the initial stages of a feature-based
ASR system. For example, the extraction of the sonorant feature from the surface signal
of a modified /6/ should not exclude the consideration of the dental feature simply
because there is no sonorant-dental consonant in English.
Some feature-based ASR systems may handle the stop-like /6/ by representing it as a
dental stop consonant, a separate entity from the dental fricative /6/. In that case, there
would be four possible places of articulation for an English stop consonant: dental,
alveolar, labial, and velar. The salient acoustic and spectral-moment measures that are
found to distinguish between a dental and an alveolar stop in this thesis would be useful
in extracting the appropriate place feature for stop-like /6/. Such ASR systems can be
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designed to ensure that these measures are obtained from the speech signal in order to
better capture the acoustic differences between stop-like /Z/ and /d/.
Another way of handling stop-like // is to treat it as a surface modification where the
underling features are still those of a voiced dental fricative. The results of this research,
along with those of others, indicate that the place features of /6/ can be more reliably
deduced from the surface signal than the underlying manner features. Therefore, the
initial conflict in the place and manner features obtained from the surface signal, in this
case for the stop-like /6/, can be resolved by placing more weight on the place features
and adding some uncertainty to the manner features. This might be accomplished by
having non-zero probability of other manner features despite surface acoustic
information. That way, the stop-like /6/ segment may have the initial representation of
dental consonant features with high confidence, stop-like manner features with high
confidence, and fricative manner features with confidence (while all other features have
low confidence). From this initial representation, the appropriate underlying feature
representation of the stop-like /6/, a voiced dental fricative, may be obtained when the
lexicon, which contains only the dental fricative, is accessed.
The contextual frequency of stop-like /6/ may also be incorporated into feature-based
ASR systems, if distribution data across contexts are employed as part of the recognition
system.
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As discussed in this chapter, information on the context, frequency, and acoustics of stop-
like /6/ can be applied in a number of areas in ASR systems. For probabilistic systems,
the contextual frequency of stop-like /6/ is useful in building acoustic models that provide
appropriate estimations of phone-distributions across contexts, despite the potential
sparseness of training data. Salient acoustic information, present in the consonant burst
spectrum and in the following vowel, can be analyzed to distinguish stop-like /3/ from
/d/. Such acoustic information can be used to resolve conflicts in word sequences with
roughly equal probability predicted from the language model. In feature-based ASR
systems, these acoustic measures can be used to extract the features of /6/ despite
modification.
The next chapter will discuss how the detailed-acoustic-analysis approach of this thesis
can be applied in studying other types of speech variations.
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VIII. APPLICATIONS IN THE STUDY OF SPEECH VARIATION
The need to study variations in speech is one of the main drives behind this thesis.
Although this research consists of a case study of the stop-like modification of //, the
detailed-acoustic-analysis approach may be generalized and modified to study other types
of speech variations. This chapter will first briefly outline the research approach,
followed by an example of how the approach may be used to study other speech
variations. The advantages and challenges of the approach will also be discussed.
Acoustic-Analysis Centered Approach
This detailed-acoustic-analysis approach involves examining the modified speech
segment, as well as the context in which the variation occurs. The goal is to find out
when, why, and how a particular modification occurs, especially if any characteristics of
the canonical form of the phoneme are preserved despite modification. This approach
aims not only to gain an understanding of the particular speech variation in question, but
also to provide useful information for technological and clinical applications. Elements
of this approach have been used by a number of past studies on the acoustics, perception,
and automatic classification of various phonemes and phonetic variations (Cao, 2002;
Manuel, 1995; Manuel and Wyrick, 1999; Slifka et al., 2004; Stevens, 2002; Suchato,
2004).
This approach begins with a set of hypotheses on the context, acoustic characteristics,
and causes of a particular phonetic variation, based on past observations, studies, and
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theoretical calculations. These hypotheses may include: 1) the context and frequency of
the variation in question; 2) the expected acoustic differences when it is compared with
other close-sounding and/or confusable phonemes; 3) whether the acoustic differences
indicate the preservation of certain characteristics seen in the canonical form; 4) the
robustness of salient acoustic measures, if they exist, in automatically classifying the
modified case from other close-sounding and/or confusable phonemes. Through the
testing of the hypotheses, additional hypotheses may be developed as the data provide
further insights into the nature of the variation.
The following is an example of how this approach can be used to study a different type of
speech variation.
Example of Phonetic Modification: t/ with No Release Burst
Figure 8.1 shows the spectrograms of "can't go" and "can go" taken from speech
recorded from a female subject at the MIT RLE Speech Communication Group. The
figure shows that /t/ in "can't go" is phonetically modified in that its release burst is
absent. At first glance, the acoustic signal contains little evidence of the /t/. Formant
movements may indicate an alveolar place of articulation for the segment(s) following
the vowel in "can't". However, the presence of /t/ does not seem immediately apparent
from the formant movements alone. Despite this modification, human listeners do not
seem to have trouble in correctly perceiving "can't" when the /t/ burst is absent.
Therefore, the acoustic signal must contain information that suggests the presence of /t/.
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The first question that this detailed-acoustic-analysis approach would investigate is: What
is the context and frequency of the burst-less /t/? It may be hypothesized that the burst-
less /t/ occurs with high frequency, but only in contexts where it is preceded by /n/ within
the same word. This hypothesis may be tested through examining the frequency of the
burst-less /t/ in various contexts, for different types of speech. Such data may also
provide insights as to why that particular modification occurs. From there, further
experiments studying the mechanisms of this particular variation can be designed and
pursued.
Figure 8.1: Spectrograms of "Can't Go" (left panel) and "Can Go" (right panel)
produced by female speaker. The /t/ release is absent in "can't go", however
listeners are still able to perceive the utterance correctly.
As previously mentioned, human listeners do not seem to have trouble perceiving "can't"
when the /t/ is burst-less. Thus, the next set of questions to be investigated would be:
What are the acoustic cues that suggest the presence of /t/? Where can they be found? It
may be hypothesized that despite the absent t-burst, acoustic cues that distinguish the
sequence from a word-final /n/ can be found in the /n/-to-/t/ transition. It may also be
hypothesized that the spectrum taken during that /n/-to-/t/ transition contains information
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signaling the presence, as well as the place and voicing, of the following consonant
segment, in this case the burst-less /t/. The duration of the /n/ segment may indicate
whether it is followed by a voiceless consonant. These hypotheses may be tested through
the detailed acoustic analysis of the /n/-to-burst-less-/t/ transition in an utterance such as
"can't go" with the word-final /n/ in "can go".
If salient acoustic cues that signal the presence of the burst-less /t/ are found, then the
next step may be to test their robustness in automatically detecting /t/ despite the absent t-
release burst. Another possibility is to perform human perception tests where the salient
acoustic cues are varied independently in synthesized tokens. Poor performance results
may suggest that additional information exists in the signal. Depending on the results,
this approach may further examine where and what the salient acoustic cues are in
signaling the presence of /t/ despite the absence of its release burst.
Advantages and Challenges
Since the speech signal is a manifestation of production mechanisms, the non-invasive
method of detailed acoustic analysis is an effective first step in uncovering answers to
when, why, and how certain phonetic modifications occur in casual speech. The speech
recordings used for acoustic analysis are expected to be more natural; subjects speak into
a microphone and are most likely not restricted by or attached to some other measuring
apparatus. Therefore, this non-invasive approach can be used to study and explore the
research problem before conducting more invasive experiments on human subjects. This
way, invasive experiments would be performed only out of necessity. Furthermore, such
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experiments will be designed and performed with prior knowledge obtained from initial
acoustic analysis.
The detailed-acoustic-analysis approach may not be solely sufficient in uncovering the
exact mechanisms underlying certain speech variations. Speech is produced from an
interaction of a multitude of factors. Thus, it might be difficult to isolate the effects of
any one factor based only on the acoustic signal. As discussed in the previous chapters,
the stop-like /0/ is one such case where there might be a number of potential factors. It
may be necessary to perform physiological measurements in order to isolate and quantify
the extent of various factors in causing a particular speech variation.
A major criticism of this detailed-acoustic-analysis approach is that it is time-intensive.
From an application point of view, it is much faster to build models of all the phonemes
and their common variations, using the same set of parameters; then, those models can be
used to detect and handle speech variations. However, modeling without detailed
analysis does not provide knowledge on the nature of the speech variation(s). Instead of
quick solutions, this approach aims to gather knowledge on speech variations that can be
applied in many areas, whether it is for speech recognition, speech transcription, or
speech-disorder diagnosis and treatment. The acoustic-detail-oriented approach may take
more time to undertake, but the potential rewards are expected to be greater in scope and
wider in applicability.
The next chapter will discuss future directions of this thesis research.
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IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDY OF STOP-LIKE /d/
One future direction of this thesis work may concentrate on teasing apart the potential
causes of the stop-like modification of /6/. As previously discussed, the context of stop-
like /d/ suggests that the modification may have a number of contributing factors, including
physiological mechanisms of speech production and prosody. This chapter will outline
some initial steps in investigating these possible contributors to the modification. Other
extensions on this thesis, which may lie in areas of acoustical analysis of American-English
dialects and the development of acoustic measures for speech disorder diagnosis, will also
be discussed
Physiological Effects On Stop-like /6/
Physiological mechanisms of speech production most likely play a large role in the stop-
like modification of /6/. Such mechanisms involve the complex interaction of
articulatory movements, aerodynamic forces, and biological properties of the vocal
apparatus. An initial step in investigating physiological factors may be to measure the
timing of the articulatory transition from a preceding obstruent into a stop-like /6/ and a
continuant /6/. The goal is to find whether there is any correlation between the timing of
the articulatory transition into /6/ and the stop-like modification of /6/.
It may be hypothesized that the articulatory transition time from an obstruent into a stop-
like /6/ is shorter than that into a continuant /a/. In such sequences, intra-oral pressure is
built up during the preceding obstruent's period of closure or constriction. When the
preceding consonant is released, intra-oral pressure is also released (Stevens, 1998).
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Therefore, the necessary intra-oral pressure for maintaining a /8/ constriction needs to
build up after the preceding consonant's release. Under this hypothesis, the articulators
transitioning from the release of a preceding obstruent to a stop-like /0/ most likely reach
the target position before enough intra-oral pressure is built up to maintain a constriction.
The presence of intra-oral pressure plays an important role in the maintenance of a
fricative constriction. It applies downward force on the tongue surface and force leading
to some displacement of the vocal tract walls. Thus, a constriction area may tend to
increase with increased intra-oral pressure (Badin, 1989; Stevens, 1998). In the absence
of intra-oral pressure, the static area of the oral constriction may be zero or negative
(pushed up further up against the palate). Thus, insufficient intra-oral pressure may lead
to the collapse of the constriction into a complete closure during the production of a stop-
like /0/.
Preliminary measurements on the timing of articulatory transition from a preceding
obstruent to /0/ have been made on forty-five k#5 sequences of TIMIT Directory 7. The
sequence is taken from "like that" in the sentence "Don't ask me to carry an oily rag like
that". Each sequence is produced by a different speaker. Since every TIMIT speaker
reads this sentence, there are many more tokens of this particular k#6 sequence than other
contexts where /6/ is preceded by a stop-consonant. A number of the k#6 sequences are
not included because the /k/ release is absent.
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The articulatory-transition time is measured from the release of the preceding /k/ to the
beginning of the following /1/. As shown in Figure 9.1, this is measured from the onset
of the /k/-release burst to the beginning of the stop gap for the stop-like /6/. For the
voiced continuant /8/ shown in Figure 9.2, this is measured from the beginning of the /k/-
release burst to the beginning of the voiced frication of /(/. As for the unvoiced
continuant // in Figure 9.3, time is measured from the beginning of the k-release burst
to the beginning of the /0/ frication. It is noted that the waveforms may not always
display clear-cut information on the beginning and end of speech events. The author did
her best to be accurate and consistent in making the measurements.
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Figure 9.1: Waveform of /k/-release burst to the beginning of the stop gap for a stop-like /b/.
/k/ release // voicing
Figure 9.2: Waveform of /k/-release burst to the beginning of frication in a voiced continuant /6/.
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Figure 9.3: Waveform of /k/-release burst to the beginning of frication in an unvoiced continuant
/b/.
Table 9.1 shows the average time of the transition from the /k/ to the three types of /(/.
Of the twenty-five stop-like // cases analyzed, the time from the /k/ release to the
beginning of the stop gap averaged lOms. The time from the /k/ release to the beginning
of voiced frication of five cases of voiced continuant /0/ averaged 41ms; the time from
the /k/ release to the beginning of the frication averaged 40ms for the fifteen unvoiced
continuant /(/ cases.
Transition Time Duration Transition Time Duration(Average) (Min and Max)
/k/ release to beginning of 1Oms 4ms to 40msstop-like /6/ stop-gap (25)
/k/ release to beginning of
voicing of voiced continuant /6/ 41 ms 19ms to 71 ms
(5)
/k/ release to beginning of
frication of unvoiced 40ms 13ms to 83ms
continuant /6/ (15)
Table 9.1: Average time from /k/ release to stop-like /6/, voiced continuant /6/, or unvoiced
continuant /6/, in the k#6 sequence.
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The results show that the articulatory transition time from /k/ to the stop-like /1/ is much
shorter than to the continuant /6/. This supports the hypothesis that the target position for
/6/ may be reached too early, thus not allowing enough time to build up sufficient intra-
oral pressure for maintaining a constriction.
However, there is notable overlap in the articulatory timing data among the three groups.
This finding suggests that there is no clear time threshold that must be met in order to
produce a continuant /6/. If articulatory timing is an accurate predictor of intra-oral
pressure, then the overlap in the timing distributions suggests that other factors may also
be influencing stop-like /6/ production; such factors may include active muscle control,
biological properties of the vocal apparatus, or higher level speech
planning. Furthermore, the relationship between articulatory timing and stop-like /6/ can
only be used to deduce articulator positions and intra-oral pressure. It does not reveal the
exact positions of the articulators or the precise intra-oral pressure during /6/ production,
in particular during the stop gap.
Based on the articulatory timing results, it may be fruitful to conduct physical experiments
to measure the intra-oral pressure and the articulator positions during /a/ production. One
way to measure the intra-oral pressure is to place a measuring device behind the point of /6/
closure in the mouth. Since the point of contact is between the tongue tip and the back of
the front teeth, the device would most likely be placed in the subject's mouth via the nose.
Then, the device can measure intra-oral pressure while the subject is producing utterances
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containing /3/. This procedure is most likely uncomfortable and invasive for human
subjects; a medical professional should be present to supervise such an experiment.
The articulator positions during /0/ production may be obtained through electro-
palatography, which determines the tongue-palate contact during speech. This method uses
an artificial palate with electrodes embedded on the tongue-facing side. The palate is
custom-made for each subject. Contact information is collected by the computer as the
subject produces speech while wearing the artificial palate. This method would provide
information on the place and time of the palato-lingual contact during stop-like /0/
production.
Prosodic Effects On Stop-like /6/
Physiological factors may not be the only ones influencing the production of stop-like /8/.
An upward trend is observed in the prosodically labeled AEMT recordings, where the
stop-like occurrence increases with higher positions on the prosodic hierarchy. In
addition, speakers are found to produce stop-like /0/ more often in the read speech of
TIMIT and the task-oriented spontaneous speech of AEMT than in the non-task-oriented
spontaneous speech of Buckeye. These results suggest that the stop-like modification of
/0/ may be influenced by prosody and/or other aspects of speaking style and manner.
A next step may be to conduct in-depth analysis of the stop-like modification of /a/ in
relation to the prosodic location of /0/. Although comparisons have been made for /3/
tokens across prosodic domains in the AEMT database, the segmental contexts of those
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comparisons are not kept constant. There are not enough AEMT tokens at the small-
phrase boundary and mixed-case boundary positions to make such a comparison while
keeping the segmental context constant. Thus, data need to be obtained from a larger,
prosodically-labeled database; one possible candidate is the Boston University News
Radio Corpus (Ostendorf, Price, and Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1995).
If stop-like /(/ occurrence is found to consistently increase with higher positions on the
prosodic hierarchy, then it would be fruitful to ask why that relationship exists. It might
be hypothesized that stop-like /3/ is a form of articulatory strengthening. Articulatory
strengthening is typically characterized as greater palato-lingual contact; it is found to
occur with more frequency in constituents that are higher in the prosodic hierarchy than
those that are lower (Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Keating, Cho, Fougeron and Hsu,
2003). Despite fitting the characteristics of articulatory strengthening, it still unclear as
to whether stop-like /(/ should be considered as a strengthened form of /f/.
This issue may be examined through human perception tests. If stop-like /0/ is a
strengthened form, then listeners should be more accurate in perceiving /0/ when it is
stop-like than when it is not. This hypothesis may be tested by using contextually-
ambiguous phrases such as "I say, the seat is dirty" and "I say, deceit is dirty"; "I say, the
feet stinks" and "I say, defeat stinks"; "I say, the Nile runs deep" and "I say, denial runs
deep". There should be two versions for each phrase containing the function word "the";
one version will contain a stop-like /0/ and the other will contain a continuant /0/. The
phrases that start with /d/ serve as the control group. Subjects will listen to these
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contextually-ambiguous phrases one at a time and indicate which one of the two possible
phrases they heard. If stop-like /8/ is a strengthened form, then listeners should have
higher accuracies in perceiving phrases with a stop-like /3/ than those with a continuant
/(/. This experiment will also provide data on how accurate humans are in the perception
of /d/ versus stop-like /0/ when the two consonants are in contextually ambiguous
phrases. This information may be used as a basis of comparison with automatic
classification of stop-like /3/ and /d/.
Another possible perception experiment to test whether stop-like /M/ is a strengthened
form is to play two versions of the same phrase, one with a stop-like /0/ and the other
with a continuant /W/. Then, the listener has to indicate which phrase sounds clearer. If
stop-like /0/ is a strengthened form, then listeners should indicate that phrases with a
stop-like /0/ are clearer than those with a continuant /0/.
Study of American-English Dialects
In addition to the study of possible causes of stop-like /0/, future extensions of this work
may focus on stop-like modification of dental fricatives or dentalization of alveolar
consonants in other dialects of American-English. For example, speakers of African-
American English typically replace word-initial /0/ with [d] and word-medial /0/ with [d]
or [v] (Green, 2002). Based on the results of this research, if the [d] substitute for /0/ in
African-American English has a dental place of articulation, then it should be
significantly different from the alveolar /d/ in burst spectrum shape, burst peak frequency,
and second formant at following-vowel onset. These spectral measures can also be used
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to study stop-like modification of dental fricatives and the dentalization of alveolar stop
consonants in the New York dialect of American English (Labov, 1982). Such studies
would not only add to the understanding of American-English dialects, but could also be
useful in the development of ASR systems that are robust in recognizing different
dialects of speech.
Clinical Applications
Additional extensions of this research may focus on the development of acoustic
measures for speech disorder diagnosis. For example, if a child consistently produces
stop-like /(/ instead of continuant /6/, it may be assumed that he is replacing /(/ with /d/.
Before jumping to that assumption, it would be important to know the place of
articulation for the stop-like consonant that the child is producing. The acoustic measures
found in this study can be used to compare the child's stop-like /6/ with his/her /d/. The
acoustic differences between the two sounds, if they are found, should provide
information on the child's place of articulation for his/her stop-like /6/. That way, the
clinician can determine whether the child has trouble with the place of articulation as well
as the manner of production for /6/. This information may be essential in the correct
diagnosis and eventual treatment of a speech problem.
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X. SUMMARY
This thesis has focused on the stop-like /(/, a common variation of a frequently occurring
sound in spoken English. The variation exhibits a drastic change from the canonical /6/;
the manner of production is changed from one that is fricative to one that is stop-like.
Furthermore, the place of articulation of stop-like /o/ has been a point of uncertainty,
leading to the confusion between stop-like /8/ and /d/. In order to better understand the
nature of this common variation, the three major studies of this thesis have been designed
to uncover the context and place of articulation of stop-like /(/, as well as the salient
acoustic cues that distinguish between stop-like /0/ and /d/. The immediate application of
the thesis findings lies in automatic speech recognition, speech transcription, and clinical
diagnosis and treatment of speech disorders. In addition, the detailed-acoustic-analysis
approach of this thesis may be generalized and modified to study other types of speech
variations. The following is a summary of the thesis findings, the potential application of
the research results and research approach, as well as future extensions on this thesis
work.
Contextual Frequency of Stop-like //
The first study of this thesis has focused on the contextual frequency of stop-like /6/
across different speech databases. Word-initial /6/in the read speech of TIMIT, the task-
oriented spontaneous speech of AEMT, and the non-task-oriented spontaneous speech of
Buckeye are examined acoustically. Word-initial /6/ is categorized as stop-like when
there is acoustic evidence to indicate that a complete closure is made and released. This
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evidence involves a release burst that is preceded by a stop gap or a decreasing voice bar
in the acoustic signal.
Stop-like /8/ is found to occur, to varying degrees, in all types of contexts across the three
databases. The stop-like modification occurs most often when /N/ is preceded by silence
(77% in TIMIT, 79% in AEMT, and 45% in Buckeye) or when it is preceded by a stop
consonant (73% in TIMIT, 88% in AEMT, and 33% in Buckeye). Stop-like /a/
occurrence is less frequent (28% in TIMIT, 33% in AEMT, and 9% in Buckeye) when
the consonant is preceded by a fricative or an affricate. The stop-like modification rarely
occurs (14% in TIMIT, 16% in AEMT, and 7% in Buckeye) when // is preceded by a
vowel or liquid consonant.
Comparing the three databases, speakers produced stop-like /a/ much more often in read
speech (TIMIT) and task-oriented spontaneous speech (AEMT) than in non-task-oriented
spontaneous speech (Buckeye). This finding does not support the hypothesis that stop-
like /0/ occurrence increases with the level of casualness in speech. Furthermore, an
upward trend is observed in the prosodically-labeled AEMT recordings, where the stop-
like occurrence increases with higher positions on the prosodic hierarchy.
These findings suggest that the stop-like modification may have a number of contributing
factors, including physiological mechanisms of speech production, prosody, dialect,
and/or other aspects of speaking style and manner.
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Acoustics of Stop-like /6/
The second study of the thesis involves the acoustic analysis of stop-like /3/, in
comparison with /d/. Acoustic measures are obtained in the burst spectrum and at the
following vowel onset for 100 word-initial stop-like /3/ tokens and for 102 /d/ tokens, all
from TIMIT. All cases are followed by an unstressed vowel, [o] or [i], and extracted
from utterances of 23 female and 59 male speakers. Each speaker has at least one /a/
case and one /d/ case included in this analysis.
On average, stop-like /3/ is found to have higher burst spectrum peak (Fhi) and higher
mean frequency in the burst spectrum above 2kHz than /d/, both with statistical
significance. The differences would be expected if the dental place were preserved for
stop-like /0/; dentals have higher front cavity resonances because of their shorter front
cavity than that of alveolars. In addition, stop-like /3/ is found to have lower F2 at vowel
onset than /d/, with statistical significance. This difference is also expected if the dental
place were preserved for the modified /3/; dentals have a lower and more backed tongue
body, as well as a slightly longer back cavity, than alveolars.
Statistically significant differences are also observed in the spectral amplitudes and
shapes of the two consonants. On average, stop-like /0/ has smaller ratio of peak
amplitude above 2kHz to that below 2kHz (Ahi-to-Ao), smaller ratio of total amplitude
above 2kHz in the consonant to that in the vowel (C-to-V), larger standard deviation
around the mean frequency, smaller coefficient of kurtosis and smaller coefficient of
skewness than /d/. These differences are expected if stop-like /0/ has a dental place of
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articulation. Dental consonants have weak energies and flatter spectral shape at high
frequencies; whereas alveolar consonants have greater energies and more compact shape
at high frequencies.
Overall, the analysis results support the hypothesis that the dental place of articulation is
preserved for stop-like /6/. In addition, data for each acoustic and spectral measure
demonstrate statistically-significant differences between stop-like /6/ and /d/. Thus, all
measures seem salient in distinguishing stop-like /3/ from /d/.
Automatic Classification of Stop-like // and Id!
The third study uses these salient measures, taken only from the consonant-burst and at
the following vowel onset, in the automatic classification of stop-like //, distinguishing it
from /d/. Automatic classification is performed on 100 stop-like /6/ tokens and 102 /d/
tokens with similar following-vowel context. These cases are obtained from utterances
of 23 female and 59 male speakers in the TIMIT database. Each speaker has at least one
/6/ case and one /d/ case included in this study.
Two different classification algorithms are employed. The first algorithm involves leave-
one-out classification using the PCA-transformed data. The feature space consists of the
eight principal components obtained from the eight salient measures analyzed in the
previous study of this thesis; they are Fhi, Ahi-to-Ao, C-to-V, F2 at following vowel onset,
mean frequency in burst spectrum above 2kHz, standard deviation around that mean
frequency, coefficient of skewness, and coefficient of kurtosis. The classification
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decision is based on the Euclidean distance of the unknown token from the centroids of
stop-like /6/ and /d/ data. This algorithm yields 83% accuracy in classifying the 100 stop-
like /M/ cases and 86% accuracy in classifying the 102 /d/ cases.
The second algorithm involves leave-one-out classification using LDA; this method
yields 88% accuracy in classifying the 100 stop-like /0/ cases and 80% accuracy in
classifying the 102 /d/ cases. The feature space is also obtained from Fhi, Ahi-to-Ao, C-
to-V, F2 at following vowel onset, mean frequency in burst spectrum above 2kHz,
standard deviation around that mean frequency, coefficient of skewness, and coefficient
of kurtosis.
The 80+% classification accuracies obtained in this study suggest that the eight acoustic
cues and spectral moment measures obtained from the consonant segment and its
following vowel are robust in automatically classifying stop-like // and /d/. Therefore,
these measures can be used by automatic speech recognizers to correctly identify the
stop-like /0/ despite a change in manner of production.
It is found that factors influencing the first five principal components (which account for
roughly 95% of the variance in the data) can be generalized into various classes of
acoustic and spectral measures. The first principal component is dominated by the front
cavity resonance and correlated measures in the burst spectrum. The second and fifth
principal components are dominated by acoustic cues from the burst spectrum. The back
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cavity resonance is the major contributor to the third principal component. The fourth
component is mostly influenced by amplitude measures from the burst spectrum.
These relationships can be used by speech recognizers to group acoustic and spectral
measures into larger classes. These classes may be ranked according to their relative
contributions to the variance in the data. Doing so would allow information from one or
more classes to resolve conflicts or lack of information in another class(es), regardless of
the number of measures in each class.
Applications in ASR Systems
Information on the contextual frequency and acoustics of stop-like // can be applied in a
number of areas in ASR systems. For probabilistic systems, the contextual frequency of
stop-like /3/ is useful in building acoustic models that provide appropriate estimations of
phone-distributions across contexts, despite the potential sparseness of training data.
Salient acoustic information, present in the consonant burst spectrum and at the onset of
its following vowel, can be analyzed to distinguish stop-like // from /d/. Such acoustic
information can be used to resolve conflicts in word sequences with roughly equal
probability predicted from the language model.
Despite the high variability of /o/, the results of this thesis research, along with those of
other studies, suggest that the dental place of articulation seems always to be preserved
despite modification in manner of production. Thus, the surface signal is more reliable in
providing information on the underlying place of articulation features of /3/ than on the
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underlying manner of production features. Furthermore, the variability of /1/ indicates
that the place features and manner features must be considered separately in a feature-
based ASR system. For example, the extraction of the sonorant feature from the surface
signal of a modified /1/ should not exclude the consideration of the dental feature simply
because there is no sonorant-dental consonant in English.
It is hoped that the results of this thesis may be incorporated into ASR systems to
improve the recognition of one of the most common sounds in English.
Application of Approach in Studying Speech Variations
The need to study variations in speech is one of the main drives behind this thesis
research. Although this research consists of a case study on the stop-like modification of
/A5/, the detailed-acoustic-analysis approach may be generalized and modified to study
other types of speech variations. The approach starts with a set of hypotheses on the
behavior, acoustics characteristics, and causes of a particular phonetic variation, based on
past observations, studies, and theoretical calculations. Through the testing of the
hypotheses, additional hypotheses may be developed as the data provide further insights
into the nature of the variation.
Future Directions
Future extensions of this thesis work may concentrate on teasing apart the potential
causes of stop-like /1/. The findings of this thesis suggest that the modification may have
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a number of contributing factors, including physiological mechanisms of speech
production, prosody, and other aspects of speaking style and manner. Acoustic analysis,
along with physical measurements of intra-oral pressure and articulatory movements,
may be conducted to deduce the role and extent of aerodynamic, articulatory and other
physiological effects on the production of stop-like /0/.
Prosodic effects may be studied through the comparisons of stop-like /6/ frequency across
prosodic domains, with the same segmental context. This analysis needs to be conducted
using a large prosodically labeled database to ensure sufficient numbers of tokens for
each domain while the segmental context remains the same. Perception tests may also be
administers to test whether stop-like /(/ is a form of articulatory strengthening.
It is hoped that this thesis research will be one among many studies that focus on
uncovering the mysteries behind common phonetic variations in everyday speech.
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Appendix A: Tube Approximation of /d/
The following is a tube approximation of /8/. The configuration can be broken down into
simple tube in order to approximate the resonant frequencies.
Table A gives the approximate values of the configuration that can be used to calculate
the resonant frequencies.
11 15.8cm 1 3cm2
12 0.7cm A2 [.15cm2
3 1.2cm 3 3cm2
Table A. Approximate values deduced from Stevens 1989 & Wilde 1995
The following are the simple tubes that make up the configuration for /0/. The equations
for calculating each tube's resonant frequencies are shown below.
11
fn= -n =OHz,1 120Hz, 2240Hz,...2l,
11









Cfn =- (2n -1)=7375Hz,...413
The volume velocity U, representing the glottal source, excites these resonant frequencies
of the configuration. However, the pressure source Ps, representing the noise source,
excites mainly the front cavity. The derivation of the excited frequencies, f,, and zeros of
the front cavity, z,, is below. Zeros are frequencies where there is no energy output.
Zb=-j cot klbA Z, = j P tan kifA
Uo U0  1-O  - I
Uf U0 coskif cos kif
UO UO Uf 
. A sin kb
P Uf P pc coskI
U0  Uf= P A sinklbcosklf .
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Appendix B: Excitation of Resonators
An acoustic resonator is characterized by its natural frequencies. For a uniform tube
shown in Figure la, these natural frequencies are where there would be infinite output
due to an excitation when loss is not considered. There are distributions of sound
pressure and volume velocity along the length of the resonator that correspond to each
natural frequency; they are called normal modes. The distributions display properties of
standing waves. At a particular point along the length of the tube, pressure and volume
velocity distributions are 90-degrees out of phase. As illustrated in Figure lb, the volume
velocity amplitude is a maximum at the open end where the pressure amplitude is zero.
At the closed end, the pressure amplitude is a maximum while the volume velocity
amplitude is zero. The equations* for pressure and volume velocity distributions can be
derived from one-dimensional wave propagation through simple tubes, since the cross-
sectional area of the tube is small compared to the wavelength.
Ip(x)I IU(x)l
0ePs KFl
a) x b) x
Figure 1. a) Uniform tube with a pressure source Ps. This may represent the front cavity
with a noise source in fricative production. b) Distribution of sound pressure amplitude|p(x)| in dotted line and volume velocity amplitude IU(x)I in solid line for the first natural
frequency in the uniform tube.
The general principles governing the excitation of normal modes state that an excitation
source placed in the resonator will excite the normal modes differently depending on the
location of the source (Stevens, 1998). A pressure source will excite a normal mode in
proportion to the relative amplitude of the volume velocity distribution at the point where
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the source is placed. A volume velocity source will excite a normal mode in proportion
to the relative amplitude of the pressure distribution at the same location.
The intuition behind the principle is that a pressure source at a location where there is
higher volume velocity amplitude for a normal mode will see lower acoustic impedance.
Lower acoustic impedance leads to greater volume velocity output at the particular
natural frequency. For a tube shown in Figure 1, the farther the pressure source from the
closed end, the greater the volume velocity amplitude for F1 and the lower the acoustic
impedance; this leads to stronger the excitation of (greater volume velocity output at) the
first natural frequency. (The first natural frequency is the main resonance of the front
cavity due to the noise source in fricative production.)
p (x) = P, sin ; U (x) = jP, A Cos
C PC C
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Appendix C: Radiation Characteristic and Impedance
The radiation impedance due to the mouth opening consists of a resistance and a
reactance. It is the load that the surrounding air places on the radiator(s). The resistive
part is the radiated energy loss while the reactive term represents the effective mass of
vibrating air at the lips. The radiation impedance Zr may be approximated by that of a
circular piston in a sphere. The circular piston represents the mouth while the sphere
represents the head. The following is Zr based on that approximation (Fant, 1960;
Stevens, 1998).
= Z, = A Kf p(O.8a)
U0  rAm C)~ Am
Am is the area of the mouth opening, a is the effective radius of the mouth opening, K, is
the head transfer function. P, is the sound pressure at the lips; Uo is the volume velocity
at the lips.
The radiation resistance is proportional tof; this means that radiation loss increases with
frequency. The radiation reactance is the energy stored in the acoustic mass; it
effectively lengthens the vocal tract and decreases all formants.
Radiation Characteristic
The radiation characteristic represents the relationship between the volume velocity at the
lips and the sound pressure at distance r from the lips. At low frequencies (below
4000Hz), the mouth opening can be regarded as a simple source of strength Uo radiating
uniformly in all directions. Then, the sound pressure measured at distance r is:
p,(f )= UO(f )e IPr~~~f) x r___ (Jf
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The radiation characteristic, R(f), is pr(f) over Uo(f). The magnitude of the radiation
characteristic rises with frequency.
R(f) = '(f \ R(f )|= f
U 0 (f) 2r
Relationship of Radiation Impedance and Radiation Characteristic
The radiation characteristic is the same in the far field for any simple source. However,
the radiation impedance differs depending on the type of the source. The radiation
impedance indicates the energy radiated from a source to the environment, as well as the
resistive and reactive forces of the medium on the source. The resistive forces on the
mouth opening increases with frequency; therefore, the energy lost through radiation
increases with frequency. This does not conflict with the radiation characteristic. The
magnitude of the radiation characteristic rises with frequency because more energy is
radiated as frequency increases.
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Appendix D: Waveforms of Stop-like and Non-stop-like /d/
/6/ voicing
mU1Lt1 wG14 OD. 5 WA5 i . 17tWM00i ~ 20 ~W1 'G2





*~~6: ..'0.'~.s&~'~ wt Iw2 2. .... ttE12S
Stop-like /6/ that is preceded by silence, in the utterance-initial "The" (TIMIT fjenO
This particular token seems to have two consecutive bursts for /6/.
Stop-like /6//s/ frication
A
Figure D3 ...Stp-ike/ .tht 2s5p e . . .b. fai.fj s 1702.wav.i11 a22 A3
Figure D3. Stop-like /6/ that is preceded by a fricative 1sf (TIM IT fjenO sx4l 7.wav).
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I
Figure D4. Non-stop-like /6/ that is preceded by a fricative /s/ (TIMIT fjhkO sx392.wav). The
weak frication of /6/ immediately follows the /s/ frication. There seems to be no discontinuity in
output from the /s/ to /6/. It is noted that the transition from /s/ to /6/ may not occur at a discrete
point in time. Thus, the brackets for /s/ and /6/ are dotted.
/M/ burst
Figure D5. Stop-like /6/ in "like that" (TIMIT mbsbO sa2.wav). The preceding stop-consonant has
no release burst.
/6/
Figure D6. Non-stop-like /6/ in "like that" (TIMIT fjrbO sa2.wav). The frication of /6/ immediately
follows the /k/ release. There seems to be no discontinuity in output from the /k/ release to /6/.
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/s/ frication /5/ frication
Figure D7. Voiced continuant /0/ in "like that" (TIMIT mbarO sa2.wav). The voiced frication of /6/
is preceded by a period no acoustic output.
39 1013243 ... A I i ... A2 '0 ..... 6diiaC.M.449 . t0250A
Figure 08. Unvoiced continuant /6/ in "like that" (TIMIT fcjsO sa2.wav). The frication of /b/ is
preceded by a period of no acoustic output.
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Appendix E: Correlation Coefficient
A correlation coefficient is a number between -1 and 1 which measures the degree to
which two variables are linearly related (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 2002). If there is
perfect linear relationship with positive slope between the two variables, the correlation
coefficient would be 1; if there is positive correlation, whenever one variable has a high
(low) value, so does the other. If there is a perfect linear relationship with negative slope
between the two variables, the correlation coefficient would be -1; if there is negative
correlation, whenever one variable has a high (low) value, the other has a low (high)
value. A correlation coefficient of 0 indicates that there is no linear relationship between
the variables.
The following equations are used to calculate the correlation coefficient.
Cov(X,Y })
pX, = COO where - 1: p, 1
and Cov(X,Y)= (x, -, )(y -p,)
n j=1
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Appendix F: Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decorrelates the variables of a set of data by
projecting the data onto the eigen vectors of its own covariance matrix (du Preez, 2005;
Glass and Zue, 2005; Jolliffe, 1986). In addition, PCA chooses a new coordinate system
for the data set such that the greatest variance by any projection of the data set comes to
lie on the first axis, called the first principal component, the second greatest variance on
the second axis, and so on.
The usefulness of PCA are:
" Extraction of independent components from the correlated variables of a data set
" Reduction of dimensionality
" Revelation of relationships among variables
The algorithm of PCA consists of the following steps:
" Calculate covariance matrix E for data matrix X
" Do eigen-analysis of Z = UAUT
" Select M biggest eigen values X,... km
" Pack associated eigen vectors into transformation matrix W=[u1...uM]
* Transform data via Y=WTX
The drawbacks and limitations of PCA are:
e Dependent only on variance
e Outliers may distort results
" Unless normalized, variables with large variances will dominate the first few
principle components
" May miss nonlinear structures
" Does not maximize the between-group separation or minimize with-in group
variability
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Appendix G: Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) finds a linear subspace that maximizes between-
class separability among the feature vector projections in that space (Balakrishnama and
Ganapathiraju, 1998; du Preez, 2005). Variables are decorrelated through linear
transformations. LDA explicitly aims to model the differences between classes, whereas
PCA does not.
The algorithm of LDA consists of the following steps:
" For each class i = 1.. .C, calculate mean gi, covariance matrix Ii and a priori class
N.probability Pi = , where Ni is the number of vectors in class i.
N
" Calculate the mean of the entire data set (includes all classes):
C
o p = j Pi pi
" Calculate scatter matrices:
C
o Sw =I2Pi il
i-4
C
o SB = Pi(pi -- p) (i -- p)T
=1
" Do eigen-analysis of Sw = VDVT
" Discard any zero eigen-values of Sw with their eigen-vectors
" Form whitening transform B = VD-1
e Obtain new decorrelated S'B = BTSBB
" Do eigen-analysis of S'B = UAUT
" Select M biggest eigen values 1... km
e Pack associated eigen vectors into transformation matrix W = B x [ui... uM]
o W rotates and scales the data
e Transform data via Y=WTX, where X is the original data matrix and Y is the
transformed data matrix
o Maximum number of dimensions after LDA is C - 1
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From the transformed data, classification is typically performed using the Euclidean
distance or RMS distance of the unknown case to the centroids of the class sets.
The usefulness of LDA are:
e Between-class separatebility is maximized
" Within-class differences are reduced
" Variables of the data set are decorrelated
The drawbacks and limitations of LDA are:
" Dependent only on means and variance
o Favors uni-modal data distributions
" Outliers may distort results
" May miss nonlinear structures
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Appendix H: Data for Misclassified /d/ and /(/ Cases
Fhi AhiA2 AhiVhi F2 Cog Stdv Skew Kurtosis
P 3730Hz 2.5dB 3.9dB 1800Hz 4200Hz 1370Hz 0.79 0.61
a 1060Hz 3.8dB 4.3dB 300Hz 630Hz 200Hz 0.67 1.6
1 4639 -0.87687 7.078888 1276.768 4867-576 1468.761 0.13709 -0.29207
2 2004 0.001787 6.269794 1853.071 4702.714 1646.042 -0.12121 -1.11308
3 6296 -2.92894 10.65507 2057.863 5090.662 1854.607 -0.15645 -1.47901
4 3628 -0.86539 -0.05695 1971.604 4026.883 1781.285 1.1269 -0.05179
5 2432 -1.30672 0.09578 1553.21 5022.563 1785.547 - .00028 -1.28729
6 7678 13.31033 1 132932 2006.141 6402-248 1504.762 -1.2201 0.477896
7 2157 2.395291 0.073018 2184.861 4696.197 1700.47 -0.04555 -1.26559
8 4375 0.49637 3.525665 1784.684 4330.262 1614.343 0.628883 -0.55771
9 5626 -0.07264 5.253238 2008.077 4749.41 1793.662 0.053887 -1.27381
10 3856 -0.25491 2.359716 1717.881 4580.273 1665.887 0.521365 -0.92092
11 5218 1.732003 3.904976 1610.2 4519.697 1455.616 0.057074 -0.57443
12 3774 0.058668 4.849631 1598.1 4518.87 1571.056 0.603251 -0.6002
13 2418 0.26084 4.089787 1462.519 4036.378 1661.343 0.66587 -0.78479
14 4877 -1.82287 5.803072 1828.913 4829.8 1682.314 0.24377 -0.96562
15 2698 -0.66278 -2.86725 1880.707 4390.803 1718.171 0.540757 -0.75039
16 4589 -1.54176 1.829729 2171.587 5013.171 1707.194 0.038297 -1.20827
17 6254 2.285235 7.932532 1946.066 4755.113 1520.974 0.063795 -0.93939
18 4543 -0.31106 -1 .05774 1875.391 4475.906 1535.416 0.131222 -0.96583
19 2509 -2.95016 9.918222 1492.395 4318.94 1502.411 0.363398 -0.80034
20 411 -0.7763 6.040689 1095.124 4242.054 1696.889 0.647038 -0.62252




for misclassified /d/ tokens. The table contains the mean (p) and standard
each variable across all 102 /d/ tokens, as well as the data for the 21 mis-
ns.
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_ Fh AhlA2 AhiVhi F2 Cog Stdv Skew Kurtosis
j 4480Hz 0.22dB 2.5dB 1670Hz 4860Hz 1640Hz 0.08 -0.91
o- 1830Hz 3.3B 6.2dB 330Hz 480Hz 170Hz 0.38 0.49
1 2233 -0.97589 8.491591 2349.93 4474.046 1634.181 0.361735 -0.90397
2 7304 2.973191 10.7418 1702.221 6069.171 1533.202 -1.13438 0.217052
3 5866 5.192809 0.172997 1771.412 5543.887 1376.201 -0.2378 -0.65212
4 2151 2.235841 -2.09052 1292.243 4199.016 1831.163 0.231311 -1.4086
5 3789 0.405662 6.500049 2263.261 4198.027 1331.015 0.605169 -0.08078
6 2891 0.695276 3.661339 1212.143 4153.46 1413.546 0.72118 -0.04408
7 3989 -2.10085 6.38799 1451.304 3915.366 1423.934 0.970626 0.269675
8 4088 2.035517 9.897998 1416.296 4514.227 1521.681 0.531238 -0.73095
9 2912 4.068034 3.924127 1588.311 4757.373 1663.204 0.228984 -1.26969
10 2772 4.158777 6.881437 1833.898 4546.663 1507.023 0.317054 -0.8862
11 2380 -2.49753 -3.79417 1484.231 3425.257 1433.91 1.244146 0.626045
12 3683 3.756052 -0.50417 2202.4 4412.123 1596.407 0.412026 -0.80518
13 5310 7 732915 8.272745 2259.019 4630.618 1490.818 0.178358 -0.75915
14 3474 5.562867 8.728799 2282.764 4093.117 1202.305 1.009072 0.863856
15 4356 -0.82706 2.901399 2050.9 4672.083 1474.557 0.301135 -0.57984
16 5389 12.87104 9.444866 2186.389 5792.063 1143.735 -0.39348 0.874027
17 5253 1.37564 9.126374 1400.872 5259.705 1251.497 -0.33089 0.183622
18 3900 2.263331 7.089904 1578.123 4268.05 1526.37 0.579078 -0.58733
Table H2: Data for misclassified stop-like /b/ tokens. The table contains the mean (p) and
standard deviation (a) for each variable across all 100 /6/ tokens, as well as the data for the 18
mis-classified /6/ tokens.
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[coeff score] = princomp(zscore(combinedjtrain));
coeff,
[coeff lat explain] = pcacov(cov(zscore(combinedtrain))),





testdata = score(count, :);
if (count == 1)
training data = score(count+1:group_sz, :);
groupsN = groups(count+1:group_sz);
elseif(count == groupsz)
trainingdata = score(1:groupsz-1, :);
groupsN = groups(1:groupsz-1);
elseif(count == 2)
trainingdata = [score(1,:); score(count+1:group sz, :)];
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groupsN = [groups(1) groups(count+1:groupsz)];
elseif(count == group-sz-1)
trainingdata = [score(1 :count-1 ,:); score(count+1, :)];
groupsN = [groups(1:count-1) groups(count+1)];
else
trainingdata = [score(1 :count-1 ,:); score(count+1:group_sz, :)];
groupsN = [groups(1 :count-1) groups(count+1:groupsz)];
end
% since the PCs are independent and have a diagonal covariance matrix, the mahalanobis
% distance is the same as normalized Euclidean distance (normalized by variance of PCs)
class-mahal(count)=classify(test data, trainingdata, groupsN, 'mahal');




testdata = combined-train (count, :);
if(count == 1)
trainingdata = combinedtrain(count+1 :groupsz, :);
groupsN = groups(count+1 :group_sz);
elseif(count == group_.sz)
trainingdata = combinedtrain(1:groupsz-1, :);
groupsN = groups(1:groupsz-1);
elseif(count == 2)
trainingdata = (combinedjtrain(1,:); combinedtrain(count+1:group_sz, :)];
groupsN = [groups(1) groups(count+1:group_sz)];
elseif(count == groupsz-1)
trainingdata = [combinedjtrain(1 :count-1,:); combinedjtrain(count+1, :));
groupsN = [groups(1:count-1) groups(count+1)];
else
trainingdata = [combinedjtrain(1:count-1,:); combined-train(count+1 :groupsz, :)];
groupsN = [groups(1 :count-1) groups(count+1:groupsz)];
end
classIda(count)=classify(test-data, trainingdata, groupsN, 'linear');
end
classIda,
function [sampleA, sampleB]=groupAB(fnameA, fnameB)
fidA=fopen(fnameA, 'r');
fidB=fopen(fnameB, 'r');
sampleA=fread(fidA, 'double=>double');
sampleB=fread(fidB, 'double=>double');
%sampleA=IistA;
%sampleB=listB;
fclose(fidA);
fclose(fidB);
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